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Court backs
decision on
MFD's actions
in Hester fire
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The Murray Fire Department
fulfilled its responsibilities
when it responded to a dorm fire
nearly seven years ago that
killed one student and severely
injured another, according to a
federal appellate court.
A three-judge panel for the
U.S. 6th Circuit Court of
Appeals unanimously reaffirmed U.S. District Judge
JOHN WRIGHTtedger & Times photo
Thomas B. Russell's opinion
Residents of Hazel will soon receive a letter from Mayor Harold Pittman detailing the benefits derived from the comfrom November 2003 that dismunity's incorporation as a sixth-class city. Pittman says the information is important to counter supposed misinfor- missed claims the Murray Fire
mation circulating with a petition to unincorporate the city.
Department neglected its duties.
Michael Wayne Priddy, formerly of Paducah, was severely
injured in the Hester College fire
that also killed student Michael
Minger. Investigators said the
fire was intentionally set on the
fourth floor of the residential
college in the early morning on
did not attend the meeting and
along with antique store owner Sept. 18, 1998.
By TOM BERRY
could not be contacted for comRussell Essary, Joey Waldrop',
Staff Writer
Former Murray Fire Chief
Some are signMelissa Crawford and Amy Fox Pat Scott said he never doubted
HAZEL, Ky. — To counter ment this morning.
He and members of the com- ing it because they're
have accepted the appointment. the work of his department,
supposed misinformation circuPittman had previously said he knowing the men saved Priddy's
lated with a petition to unincor- mission have been engaged in an
would appoint two commission- life and rescued nearly 300 other
porate the city of Hazel, Mayor dngoing dispute over collection being told that they
Harold PittniA says he will of occupational licensing fees won't have to pay city -ers, two business owners and
two residents as members of the
soon mail -letters to all citizens for subvendors located inside
committee that will be charged
that will contain a list of benefits the city's antique malls. Gough, taxes, but they're not
with making a recommendation
derived from the small commu- and other antique store owners,
being told what else
to the commission as to how the
nity's recognition as a sixth- have opposed the city's recent
ordinance will be enforced.
enforcement of the ordinance will happen.
class Kentucky city.
The formation of a commitDuring a meeting of the claiming that only store owners
tee was recommended by the
Hazel City Commission at city should pay for a license.
City commissioners Pat
hall Monday night, Pittman told
— Harold Pittman commission as a way to be fair
about collecting the fees. Under By TERENCE HUNT
the commissioners that he has Latimer, Lori Charlton, Nancy
Hazel Mayor
the ordinance, which was creat- White House Correspondent
been stopped on the streets by Mieure and Linda Harding, have
ed years ago but not enforced
citizens who have signed or recently created a list of 20 benWASHINGTON (AP)—The
until recently, vendors selling White House says Newsweek
have been asked to sign a peti- efits to citizens stemming from centers among others.
Pittman
said
an
effort
will
be
goods inside Hazel's antique took a "good first step" by
tion that would bring an end to the community's incorporation
Hazel's status as a municipality as city that will be mailed along made to- contact all residents so shops would also be required to retracting its story that U.S.
with the letter from the mayor. they can be informed about city pay for a business license as investigators found evidence
with taxing authority.
"Some are signing it because The list includes city ordinances benefits. "The best way to reach well as store owners.
interrogators at Guantanamo
"If the committee can't come Bay desecrated the Quran, but it
they're being told that they concerning unkempt property, everybody is to mail them a letter
so
that's
what
I'm
going
to
up with anything, I say we wants the magazine to do more
won't have to pay city taxes, but animal control and other regulaenforce the ordinance as it is," to repair damage caused by the
they're not being told what else tions, 20 hours per week of law do," he said.
Founded in 1890, Hazel is Pittman said.
will happen," Pittman said. enforcement protection under a
article.
the
only incorporated city in
In other business, the com"After I talked to them, some of contract with the Calloway
Newsweek on
Monday
Calloway
County
other
than
missioners approved a request retracted the report in its May 9
them told me that if they had County Sheriff's Department,
known they would not have trash pickup, street repair, a Murray, and is a sixth-class city. from Pittman to establish a issue after officials in the White
lower fire rating that helps cut According to the 2,000 census, speed limit of 20 mph on all city House, the Pentagon and the
signed
Ray Gough, owner of insurance rates, a tax-supported the city was reported to have streets. He said the new regula- State Department criticized its
tion was needed to help curb publication and its use of an
Charlie's Antique Mall and Soda volunteer fire department, city- 440 residents.
In another move related to speeders.
Fountain located in Hazel, has wide mowing of public right-ofanonymous source. Protests in
"Some of them are driving Afghanistan, where more than a
previously told the commission ways, street sweeping, applica- the dispute. Pittman notified the
appointcommission
that
he
has
through the city as fast as they dozen people died and scores
for
Community
and the Murray Ledger & Times tions
that he intended to circulate a Development Block Grants for ed six persons to a committee can go," he said."We have more were injured in rioting, and
petition to include a move to dis- improving wastewater collec- that will considers how the city children around here now than I demonstrations elsewhere in the
corporate the city on the tion and treatment, and care for will enforce the licensing ordiMuslim world were blamed on
Latimer. III See Page 2A
November 2006 ballot. Gough community parks and recreation nance. Mieure and
the article.

Petition circulating to unincorporate
Hazel; mayor to tout benefits of ci
Ai

students.
-It really
hurt me that
they filed a
lawsuit
against us,"
said Scott,
who retired
in December
2003 after
Scott
more than 30
years with
the department and is now a city
councilman. -We went in there
looking for everybody and we
found everybody. To make it
sound like we did something
just to him is not right. We went
in there not knowing what
would happen to us. We put that
aside so we could find everybody."
Murray firefighters rescued
Priddy about 50 minutes after
the fire started. Priddy, who was
a sophomore at the time of the
fire, immediately received medical care, but was burned over
20 percent of his body and suffered brain injuries because of

III See Page 2A

Newsweek retracts
its story on Quran

77

-The report had real consequences,- White House press
secretary Scott McClellan said
Monday. "People have lost their
lives. Our image abroad has
been damaged. There are some
who are opposed to the United
States and what we stand fcir
who have sought to exploit this
allegation. It will take work to
undo what can be undone."
McClellan said a retraction
was only "a good first step" and
said Newsweek should try to set
the record straight by "clearly
explaining what happened and
how they got it wrong, particularly to the Muslim world, and
pointing out the policies and
practices of our military."
Daniel
Klaidman.
Newsweek's Washington bureau

•See Page 2A

Allegations of Transportation personnel abuses prompt investigation
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Personnel decisions in the state
Transportation Cabinet have
been rife with partisan influence
that may rise to illegal tanipering with civil service fakotections, Attorney General ' Greg
Stumbo said Monday.
Stumbo said many personnel
matters involve Dave Disponett,
the treasurer of the Kentucky
Republican Party who has taken
a volunteer spot in Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's office to vet job candidates.

After
receiving
documents
from at least
two cabinet
employees
in the last
few
days,
Stumbo said
his
office
Stumbo
began
an
investigation, which was initially
obstructed by the cabinet
The documents, released by
Stumbo, show personnel decisions may have been influenced

by
a
host of leading
Republicans, including former
gubernatorial candidate Larry
Forgy, who sent a note asking
for someone to be promoted.
The investigation already
caused a showdown of sorts
between Stumbo, the highestranking elected Democrat in
state government, and the
administration of Fletcher. the
first Republican to hold the governorship since 1971.
A Transportation Cabinet
personnel official provided
reams of documents, including
copied e-mails. handwritten

notes and personnel lists.
Stumbo then sent investigators
to the cabinet Friday, but they
were
prevented
by
Transportation officials from
obtaining documents until a
search warrant was obtained on
Monday.
Cabinet employees and
investigators from the attorney
general's office spent all weekend watching the records.
Fletcher spokeswoman Carla
Blanton said there was some
confusion about the identity of
the attorney general's office
investigators, and cabinet offi-

cials wanted to make sure personnel records were not improperly disclosed.
"They've
got
badges,"
Stumbo said.
Blanton said Monday the
administration will cooperate
with the investigation.
Blanton declined to comment
on the exchanges contained in
some of the documents. She said
the administration was looking
into the personnel deeisions
itself and warned against a "rush
to judgment."
Transportation
Acting
Secretary Bill Nighbert declined
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to characterize personnel decisions in the cabinet, adding he
did, not want to interfere with
any investigation. Nighbert said
he had no knowledge of
attempts to improperly influence
personnel matters.
Stumbo said the allegation
from Doug Doerting, who is an
assistant director of personnel in
the cabinet, goes far beyond
ordinary complaints about the
Merit System. A second
Transportation employee, who
was not named, came forward
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Drug sting nabs
Murray man, woman
Staff Report
Perrin near the Moose Lodge
Murray Ledger & Times
and charged them with the Class
A Murray man and woman D felony, according to a MPD
were arrested for trafficking release.
Perrin and Olive were among
drugs after an officer bought
Lortab pills from them Monday four people arrested after another undercover investigation in
evening.
Marcus Olive, 22, and December 2004 during which a
Kristen Perrin, 18, were arrested search warrant was executed at
for second-degree trafficking a their South Fourth Street resicontrolled substance after they dence. They each face a firearmsold the pills to Murray Police enhanced possession of marijuaDetective Chris Garland in a na charge from that incident.
parking lot on North 16th Street Those cases remain in Calloway
at 6:04 p.m. Monday.
Circuit Court.
MPD
officer
Donald
Bowman and Detective David
Howe, along with Calloway •Quran
County Detective Chris Vaden,
subsequently stopped the vehi- From Front
cle that occupied Olive and
chief, said today in an interview
on CBS' The Early Show" that
the magazine will "continue to
look at how we put together this
story, learn from mistakes that
Tonight will be
we've made and make improvemostly clear.
ments that are appropriate as we
Wednesday will
go along."
be partly cloudy
175 with highs in the
Asked if anyone involved in
preparing the article would lose
lower 80s.
his job, Klaidman said, "We
LOW: Wednesday
think that people acted responsinight will be
bly and professionally and ...
partly cloudy.
55
there was no malice, no instituwith lows in the
tional bias, just a mistake that
lower 60s.
was made in good faith." The
article was written by Michael
Isikoff, an investigative reporter,
and John Barry, a national secuNOTICE
rity correspondent for the maga• Calloway County Fiscal zine.
Court is scheduled to meet at
The Pentagon looked into the
7 p.m. today at the Weaks allegations initially and found
Community Center. A review
nothing to substantiate them.
of the 2005-2006 budget, TV
-They
continue to look into it,"
cable franchise fees, and
county board appointments McClellan said.
The administration worried
are included on the agenda.
• The Murray-Calloway that the Newsweek story — and
County Airport Board will the idea that interrogators at the
meet at noon Wednesday at U.S.
naval
prison
at
the China House. Lunch will Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, tried to
be held at 11 a.m. Agenda make terror suspects talk by desitems include a quote on run- ecrating the holy book of Islam
way sealing, terminal building — had undercut attempts to
report. and the purchase of a demonstrate tolerance and repair
neW mower.
the United States' reputation
11 To report a Town Crier
after global criticism over the
item, call 753
:1916.

WEATHER

own Crier

Car seat safety
check to be at
Kirksey Days

Correction
Due to incorrect information, the cutline for a photo on
Saturday's
business page
regarding a Project Graduation
donation had an incorrect name.
The name should have been
Matt Butterworth.

Crimestoppers
has
announced that a car seat safety
checkpoint will be held from
noon to 2 p.m. Saturday during
Kirksey Days at Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
Certified officers will check
children's car seats to make sure
they are installed properly as
well as teach parents about the
seats and check for any recalls.

The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting: however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.

Abu Ghraib prison abuse scandal.
Secretary
of
State
Condoleezza Rice, traveling
home from Iraq, said, "It's
appalling that this story got out
there.
"I do think it's done a lot of
harm," Rice said."Of course, 16
people died but it's also done a
lot of harm to America's efforts"
to demonstrate tolerance and
breed goodwill in the Muslim
world.
U.S. officials did not deny
the report when it first appeared.
On Capitol Hill, military
leaders were questioned about
the Newsweek account after testifying about base closings.
"We've not found any
wrongdoing on the part of U.S.
service members," said Gen.
Richard Myers, chairman of
Joint Chiefs. He said the
Pentagon has investigated the
claims, but he did not indicate
whether the investigation was
complete.
Newsweek editor Mark
Whitaker said the magazine
decided to publish the short item
after hearing from an unnamed
U.S. official that a government
probe had found evidence a
Quran had been flushed down a
toilet by interrogators.
But on Friday, a top Pentagon
spokesman told the magazine
that a review of the military's
investigation concluded "it was

•Hazel ...

From Front
have ever seen before and we
need to do something before
somebody gets hurt."
The new ordinance, which
must be approved on second
reading, will not affect speed
limits along U.S. 641 through
the city or Stateline Road.
Also, commissioners:
•
O approved, on first reading,

Kentucky's
Public Ivy Universi

You can earn
college credit
this summer!

The Murray Water District No. 3 will flush hydi ants
10 a.m. and 1 p.m. Wednesday.
Water customers are asked not to wash clothes d
time. If there is any air in customers'lines or water disco
opening faucets should take care of the problems.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov. Ernie Fletcher's own general counsel, John Roach, was among three nominees Monday to
fill a pending vacancy on the Kentucky Supreme Court along
with two sitting circuit court judges.
Franklin County Circuit Judge Roger Crittenden and Fayette
County Circuit Judge Mary Noble were the other nominees.
Fletcher must pick from among the three to replace retiring
Justice James Keller, who is leaving the bench on May 31.
There were originally 10 applicants for the seat on Kentucky's
highest court. but Chief Justice Joseph Lambert, who acts as
chairman of the nominating commission, said one of them withdrew on Monday just before the commission began its deliberations. Among the other applicants were three other sitting judges.
two on the circuit court bench and a Court of Appeals judge.

Looking for an affordable,flexible way
to earn college credit during
the summer months?

aft
For
Fall?

Water district to fl
hydrants yVednesd

Roach,2 recommended
for high court position

Look no further. Murray State University offers
a variety of summer courses. Get a head start on
your studies, or explore interests and develop new
skills. Call 1-800-669-7654 for more information,
or visit our web site for a complete listing
of course offerings. Apply now online.

www.murraystate.edu
Equal education and employment opportunities MED. AA employer
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PoliceSherifflogs
Murray State University Police Department
• Computer equipment was reported stolen out of a vehicle at
Franklin College at 11:45 a.m. Friday. The theft is under investigation.
• Computer equipment was reported stolen from Alexander Hall
at 2:15 p.m. Friday. A theft by unlawful taking more than $300
case is under investigation.
• Someone reported an assault at 3:48 p.m. Friday at Public
Safety. The assault happened off campus and a reported was
already made to Murray Police Department.
•A futon was reported stolen from Richmond College at 8:33 p.m.
Saturday. The theft is under investigation.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Kentucky State Police Post 1 reported a structure fire on Lone
Circle at 5:52 a.m. Sunday. Calloway County Fire-Rescue was
notified.
• A fire was reported at Ky. 464 and Main Street at 8:20 a.m.
Sunday. Power lines were down in the field.. CCFR and West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative were notified.
• Vandalism was reported on Boggess Drive at 8:42 a.m. Sunday.
A third-degree criminal mischief case is under investigation.
•A caller from Megan Drive reported a cell phone stolen at 10:15
a.m. Sunday. A theft by unlawful taking less than $300 is under
investigation.
•Stolen car parts were for sale at a Murray Paris Road residence
at 2:57 p.m. Sunday.
• Headstones were knocked over on Copeland Cemetery at 7:59
p.m. Sunday. Extra patrol was requested.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

never meant to look into charges
of Quran desecration." The
spokesman also said the
Pentagon had looked into other
charges by detainees that the
Quran had been desecrated and
found them to be "not credible."
Whitaker said the magazine's
original source later said -he
could not be sure he had read
about the alleged Quran incident
in the report Newsweek cited
and that it might have been in
another document.
"Based on what we know
now, we are retracting our original story that an internal military
investigation had uncovered
Quran abuse at Guantanamo
Bay," Whitaker said.
The Newsweek report was
patched because the blaze accelnot the first public airing of alle- From Front
erated so fast. Also the previous
gations about U.S. personnel at
Guantanamo Bay desecrating a oxygen deprivation, according reporting process had a delay in
Quran. In August and October to the original lawsuit, which the university police receiving
2004 there were news reports was filed in 1999 in U.S. District the fire call and the city fire
department being dispatched.
based on a lawsuit and a written Court in Paducah.
Priddy claimed in the hi.'( suit Priddy was found in the bathreport by British citizens who
had been released from the that the fire department neglect- room, about 50 feet from his
prison in Cuba. They claimed ed to report to the state fire mar- room. He became disoriented
abuse by U.S. guards, including shal,a fire that occurred five and didn't leave through the fur
throwing their Qurans into the days earlier in the same residen- escape that was closer to his
tial college and failed to provide room than the bathroom.
toilet.
"The sad thing is there will
In January, Kristine Huskey, proper rescue services.
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing always be someone who is the
a lawyer representing Kuwaitis
said
he last person rescued," said
detained at Guantanamo, said
knows Scott Hobgood, a Madisonville attorthey claimed to have been
is relieved to ney who is representing the City
abused and in one case a
move of Murray through the Kentucky
detainee watched a guard throw
beyond.. the... -,Leag,ue of Cities' insurance
Quran into a toilet.
legal
pro- trust. -That's with the best of ail
ceedings. possible worlds. Someone has lib
Most recent- be last."
ly,
Scott
The 3-0 appellate decision
made a trip should end the legal battles surRushing
rounding the dorm fire. Priddy
a tentative budget for the 2005Cincinnati,
was seeking more than a $1 mil2006 fiscal year beginning July
I presented by City Clerk Mike Ohio, last month to sit through lion from the city, which was the
arguments for the 6th Circuit last remaining defendant as
Greene. The budget lists annual
Court of Appeals.
other companies indirectly
general fund income for the year
"We did everything we could involved have since declared
at $58,175 and expenses of $56,
650. Most of the income is and more. We went beyond the bankruptcy. Originally, the wallcall of duty and rescued all those paper and ceiling tile manufacexpected from property, tangible
and ad valorem taxes, base kids," Rushing said. "It's just turers and a company involved
county revenues from Calloway one of those things we got with asbestos were also named
caught up in because we were in the complaint.
Fiscal Court, franchise taxes.
there. I never doubted our men
"It's a sad and tragic thing,
and mowing charges; and
and their work."
but
that doesn't mean someone
111 delayed consideration of a
When firefighters arrived at has to be blamed except the
request from Greene for a pay
raise for the coming year. the residential college on arsonist," Hobgood said.
The fire was considered
Greene has been charged with Waldrop Drive, some students
were hanging out fourth floor intentional, but no one was ever
providing more information
about how many hours he windows and about 10 others convicted of the crime. Another
had to be rescued from the student, Jerry Walker, who also
spends on city business before a
decision will be made. Greene building. Priddy was the last lived in Hester College, faced
arson and murder charges, but a
has told the commission that he person rescued.
Byron
Hobgood,
Murray's
Christian County jury deadalsb spends time working on the
city's books at home as well as attorney for this matter, said locked 10-2 in favor of acquittal
experts for both sides said at his trial in June 2001. The
approximately three hours spent
weekly at Hazel City Hall on Priddy's burns were received charges were dropped and no
prior to firefighters being dis- one else has been charged.
Thursdays.

•MFD

•
Personnel

•••

veteran state employee and
member of the Merit System.
While a governor has unfetMonday with more corroborattered power to appoint whomeving evidence, Stumbo said.
Doerting asked the Personnel er he wants to top administrative
Board on Monday to also inves- jobs throughout state governtigate his allegations. Paul Fauri, ment, a 1960 law that created
Doerting's attorney, said he is a the state civil-service program

From Front

called the Merit System requires
the majority of state jobs to be
filled based on qualifications.
Stumbo said the evidence
provided thus far indicates political influence in hirings, firings
and forced retirements involving
as many as 500 positions.
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Crop production shrinks but exports
rise for corn, soybeans, rice, cotton
By UBBY QUAID
U.S. wheat farmers are
Associated Press Writer
expected to grow slightly more
WASHINGTON (Al') — wheat this year, according to
Exports of soybeans, rice, cotton estimates released by departand corn will rise in 2005, some ment.
to record levels, due to drought
But farmers are expected to
and other factors in competing produce less of other major
nations,
the
Agriculture crops. Collins said that's natural
Department said.
after last year's record crops.
A decline in global produc"We had record corn, soytion is spurring U.S. exports, bean, cotton and rice yields last
said Keith Collins, the depart- year, so this is more of a return
ment's chief economist.
to trend," Collins said.
"We're also seeing pretty
Demand for cotton will
good growth in demand around shrink inside the United States,
the world, and we have large but exports are expected to grow
supplies here in the U.S.," to a record-setting 14.5 million
Collins said.
bales with a sharp increase in
The exception is wheat, demand from China, where texwhich many countries have in tile and apparel production is
large supply. Exports of U.S. booming, the department said.
The department forecasts that
wheat are projected to drop to
950 million bushels, down 100 cotton production will drop 16
million from earlier estimates in percent to 19.5 million bales.
Soybean exports, meanwhile,
the face of competition from
are projected to reach an estiEurope. Ukraine and Russia.

mated 1.1 billion bushels, the from China, Argentina and
highest ever, as Brazil, the major Brazil, the department said, and
U.S. competitor, struggles with
ethanol producers will buy
drought.
more C01111.
Soybean production will drop
Yet prices are forecast at
percent to 2.9 billion bushels, $1.55 to $1.95 a bushel, comthe department said. Producers pared with $2 to $2.10 last year.
should see prices averaging Domestic use is expected to
between $4.70 and $5.70 a drop because more nongrain
bushel, compared with $5.65 ingredients are going into livelast year, the department said.
stock feed.
Wheat growers are expected
The world's consumption of
rice is also setting records, and to produce slightly more than
U.S. exports of rice are expected last year — 2.2 billion bushels.
to reach 120 million hundred- and wheat prices should drop to
weight, the second-highest level $2.55 to $3.05 a bushel, down
from last year's $3.39, the
on record.
Production is projected to department said.
Resumption of exports and
drop to 225 million hundredweight, which is 5.8 million higher slaughter weights are
hundredweight below last year. forecast to boost beef producRice prices should stay steady, tion, and pork production is also
at $7.20 to $7.50 per hundred- expected to rise. Exports are
projected to rise for pork and
weight, the department said.
Corn exports will rise poultry and go up modestly for
because of less competition beef, the department said.

N.C. court hears debate over payments to farmers
RALEIGH, N.C.(Al') — Tobacco companies that pledged to compensate growers
and quota holders in the wake of 1998's
multibillion dollar anti-smoking settlement
have reneged on the deal, and owe $424 million to leaf farmers in 14 states, lawyers told
the state Supreme Court on Monday.
But an attorney for the companies said
they were cleared of that obligation last fall,
when President Bush signed legislation that
bought out tobacco farmers from a decadesold price support system.
With rows of tobacco farmers looking
down from the galleries of the Senate chamber in the old State Capitol, both sides
fought over whether language in the agreement freed the companies from making payments as soon as Bush signed the buyout
legislation, or in January, when it became
effective.
Cigarette manufacturers agreed in 1998

to settle anti-smoking lawsuits in 46 states,
agreeing to pay $206 billion over 25 years.
The next year, the four major tobacco companies agreed to pay tobacco growers $5.1
billion over 12 years to compensate them for
reduced tobacco demand.
That second deal, known as Phase II,
gave North Carolina's courts jurisdiction for
all states involved. The justices did not indicate Monday when they would rule.
A state business court judge ruled in
December that cigarette companies didn't
have to make a final, $189 million payment
to growers because the 1999 settlement was
superseded by Congress' October 2004
approval of the $10.1 billion tobacco buyout. He also ruled the companies were due a
refund of payments they made to farmers
earlier in 2004.
Those earlier payments are currently held
in trust, and farmers say they haven't gotten

a payment since 2003.
Richard Ellis, a lawyer for the states
involved, argued the agreement clearly indicated payments should be made until the
program was superseded by federal legislation, That occurred on Jan. 1, when the buyout legislation took effect, he said.
But Jim Phillips, a lawyer for the tobacco
companies, argued the same language in the
agreement calls for payments to end "upon
the occasion of a change in the law" —
point that, he said, has been established in
other cases to be when the president signs
the law. "The law was changed on Oct. 22,
2004, when the president signed" the buyout
act, Phillips said.
The 14 states involved are North
Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, South
Carolina, Virginia, Georgia, Ohio, Indiana.
Florida, Missouri, West Virginia, Alabama.
Maryland and Pennsylvania.

Photo provided

Ginny Harper, 4-H extension agent, brought the
country to the city so Murray Elementary's P1/P2
students could learn about farm life. They visited
lots of different farm animals such as lambs, goats,
cows, calves, horses, ponies and chickens. There
were stations where they learned about different
types of grain and how it is used for food items.
Students enjoyed seeing bug collections and takeing a ride on a pony. Every student made their own
snack before loading the bus to return to school.
Pictured are Jamessykah Alexander and a volunteer
was on hand to help with the goats.
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cal issues, that's the judges'
By 'TIM WHITMIRE
fault."
Associated Press Writer
WAYNESVILLE, N.C.(AP)
Groups including American.,
— Buffeted by accusations he
United for Separation of
used the pulpit to bully congreChurch and State have pointed
gants over politics, the Rev.
to the East Waynesville flap as
Chan Chandler's departure
an example of how politics
from the East Waynesville
from
the pulpit can lead to the
Baptist Church had all the stock
destruction of churches and
images of a disgraced exit.
doom them to financial ruin by
There was his brief resignathreatening their tax-exempt •
tion statement, a hurried walk
past a gaggle of television cam- status. But if a North Carolina
eras and his sport-utility vehicle congressman gets his way, the
sort of politicking that angered
speeding off into the night.
some of Chandler's congregants
But in the nation's changing
religious landscape, Chandler is could become more common.
hardly a pariah. Polls have
Republican U.S. Rep. Walter
shown that mixing politics with
Jones introduced a bill last year
preaching is increasingly
to amend the Internal Revenue
accepted among many
Service code to allow pastors or
Americans. particularly younger ministers include specifically
to
ones. And should Chandler
political content in "any homily.
desire to start his own church,
he should have no trouble doing sermon, teaching, dialectic, or
so. The roughly 40 members of other presentation made during
religious services or gatherEast Waynesville who walked
ings."
out with him would form a
ready-made core.
Land said the Southern
"That's the beginning of
Baptist Convention initially
another church." said Richard
supported Jones' bill — titled
Land, who heads the public pol- the Houses of Worship Freedom
icy arm of the Southern Baptist
of Speech Restoration Act —
Convention. "I don't think
but backed off after amendthere's any question that he'll
ments were added that would
have another opportunity to
give the government increased
pastor."
power to monitor what is said
In his parting words to the
from the pulpit.
congregation, Chandler did not
Melissa Rogers, a visiting
apologize for actions that vaultprofessor at Wake Forest
ed the 100-member church in
the North Carolina mountains
University's School of Divinity,
into the middle of a national
said she is troubled by the trend
political firestorm.
of marrying religion and poliCongregants said Chandler
tics, such as at East
set out to make his congregaWaynesville or in the recent
tion politically active and
"Justice Sunday" event where
endorsed President Bush from
churches lobbied for an end to
the pulpit during last year's
Senate filibusters that are
presidential campaign. He also
blocking Bush's judicial nomiannounced that anyone who
nees.
planned to vote for Democrat
"It's becoming increasingly
John Kerry stood for abortion
common these days to say you
and homosexuality, and could
either "repent or resign." In a
can't be a Christian or you're
meeting earlier this month, nine anti-Christian if you represent a
members said they were ousted. certain political or legal posiAs in many church rifts, the
tion," Rogers said. "These batsplit in East Waynesville was
tles ... are not battles between
largely generational. Many of
the godless and the God-fearChandler's supporters were in
ing. It's much more complicattheir 20s and 30s, while those
ed
than that."
upset by the pastor's politicking
That position may be losing
were generally in their 60s and
ground among what Land terms
70s.
generation." The
the
Recent surveys by the Pew
way he sees it, mainline churchResearch Center and the Pew
es, with their kid-glove
Forum on Religion & Public
Life found that g slight majority approach to politics, are in
(51 to 52 percent) of American
decline.
adults have said they are com"It's the conservative
fortable with churches expresschurches
— Protestant, Catholic
ing views on political matters.
and Jewish — that are growing,'
,
In a 2004 survey, younger
respondents were strongest sup- and it's because they do take
Band of Brothers, Citizen
stands," Land said.
porters of political expression
Soldiers,
The Greatest
George
associate
Bullard,
by churches, with 56 percent of
executive director of the Baptist Generation. No matter how
18- to 29-year-old respondents
extravagant the appellation.
State Convention of North
saying they favored such
most World War II veterans
expression. Still, among all age
Carolina, said his group will
groups, there was a distinction
keep their stories to themselves.
assist Chandler if another of its
between issues and candidates.
They came home sixty years
4,000 member churches wants
A solid majority felt that
to hire the 33-year-old seminary ago, eager to reclaim the lives
endorsing specific political can- student as its pastor.
they had forsaken to fight a war.
didates goes too far.
Most marbelieves
And
he
Chandler's
Land agreed, saying how a
ried and
passionately anti-abortion views
person votes is "a question of
started famiare likely to find an audience.
judgment." Even if a church
lies, got
"Our preaching has said,
member votes in a way counter
jobs, served
'Don't be one thing on Sunday
to church teachings, he said,
their com"the last thing we should do is
and something else in the rest
remove them. ... We want them
munities.
of your life. Monday through
to be in church to hear the bibToday. less
Saturday,— Bullard said. "I
lical reasons why they should
think people regardless of their
than four
perhaps vote differently the
political positioning are becommillion are
next time."
ing more passionate of their
still with us,
Land believes pastors are
specific position and less open
and they are
obligated to speak from the pulMain Street dying at a
to a diversity of viewpoints."
pit on issues like abortion and
By Constance rate of 1100
Asked.whether that was a
gay marriage. "I didn't see the
good or bad thing, Bullard
Alexander
per day. If
prophets being silent," he said.
paused. "It doesn't fit where we Ledger & Times no special
"You can't ask the church to be
have been, but it may be the
silent about moral issues. If the
efforts are
Columnist
judges have made them politireality of where we are going."
taken, their
personal histories will be
buried along with them.
To make sure the legacy
lives on. Graves County Middle
School launched a project five
years ago called Heroes Among
Us. Students interviewed veter1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
ans, wrote their stories, and
published a hardback book. The
, Phone (270) 753-1916 • Fax (270) 753-1927
fourth volume of Heroes
Mon. — Fri. 7:30 a.m. — 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
Among Us will be showcased at
2 p.m., Sunday at a reception
for veterans and authors at the
Alice Rouse, Publisher
arouse@mumiyledgencom
middle school.
Eric Walker. Editor
editor@murrayledgercorn
Jessica Smith. who graduates
Slone Cansler. Advertising Mgr.
ads@murrayledgercom
from Graves County High on
Jill Stephens, Classifieds Mgr.
classified@murrayledgercom
May 24, has been involved in
Hope O'Donnell-Hill, Circulation ..circulation(Omurrayledgencom
Heroes Among Us since the
Tammy Thompson, Office Mgr.
tthompsonfkl-Murrayledger.com
Rita Boggess. Business Mgr.
rhoggess@rnurrayledgencom
Tom Bell, Production Mgr.
mIt@murrayledgercom
Scott Nanney. Spoils Editor
sports@murrayledger.com
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first year. Her mother, Debbie
Smith -- a teacher and currently
the GiftecVTalented Coordinator
in the school system -- taught
the first nine-week class that
initiated the project.
"I wasn't able to take that
class," Jessica remembers."hut
I still chose to write for
Heroes."
First as an author and later
on as an editor of subsequent
editions, Jessica feels her participation has changed her life. An
interview with John Boyd, a
former Prisoner of War, left a
lasting impression on the future
Murray State University freshman.
"He was a POW for a long
time," Jessica tells me."Even
though that killed most people,
he stayed strong and kept his
faith. When he came back to the
U.S., he began to work greatly
in the community. He's an
amazing man."
Other lessons about character
and bravery hit closer to home.
An interview with her grandfather. Ray Jones, was a revelation to his teenage granddaughter. "That was neat because I
learned some things about
Granddaddy that I had never
known," Jessica writes.
Through a sit-down with
Glen French, Jessica discovered
the WWII hero had never
received the bronze star he'd
earned. "So my mom went to
work getting it," Jessica reports.
In the end, the medal was
finally bestowed and Jessica
took pleasure in seeing the mission accomplished.

11111rw'
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Photo provided
This photo shows Martin Jetton, who was interviewed for
the GCMS project.

Over the years, Jessica has
gotten to know untold tales
from people she goes to church
with, an uncle and others.
"Collectively." she explains,
"all the men I've interviewed
have had an impact on me. Just
knowing what actually happened in the wars, and seeing
how it affects them, even today,
is something I wouldn't have
gotten from doing anything
else. I respect these men so
much more now than I ever
would have, if I hadn't known
their entire stories. What
they've done for our country is
amazing," she concludes.
For Jessica Smith. one
school assignment morphed into
an entire education. She knows
Photo provide':
more of the facts about the wars/ Fred Bennett was another
she has written about, and she
WWII yet interviewed for
understands more about the
"Heroes AMong Us."
unique toll war takes on its soldiers. Sadly, she witnesses the
signs of declining health as they ceeds going to seed the next
edition of the book. For more
glow old.
information, contact Debbie
She has formed close bonds
Smith, Gifted/Talented
with some of her interviewees.
"Just the other day," she reports, Coordinator-Teacher at Graves
County Middle School. Her
"I sent John Boyd an invitation
email address is
to my graduation. Without
Heroes, I never would have met dsmith@graves.k12.ky.us.
Information about the World
the man."
War II Memorial on the Mall in
For Jessica Smith and the
Washington, D.C. may be
other young writers, the lessons
accessed at http://www.wwiof Heroes Among Us will be
imemorial.com. The monument
remembered long after the
was dedicated last year to honor
strains of"Pomp and
the 16 million who served in
Circumstance" fade. "We
the armed forces of the United
always read about war in text
States and the more than
books or watch boring videos
400,000 who died.
about it," she says,"but speaking to someone who has lived
Photo provided
Read Main Street online at
Graves County Middle School student Jessica Smith it...that's priceless."
wwwmurrayledgercom.
interviews John Boyd for a student-produced book,
Volume IV of Heroes Among Contact the columnist directly
at constancealexander@char"Heroes AMong Us" about World War II veterans.
Us is sold for $15, with pro..
ter net.
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Ms. Monika Feibeikorn
Ms. Monike Feibelkorn, 61, Gullview Drive, Murray, died
Monday, May 16, 2005, at 2:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired cook, she had lived in Murray for 18 years. She moved
to the United States from Germany 43 years ago. She was born
Feb.11, 1944, in Schieran, Germany.
Preceding her in death were one sister, Babel Schneeberger, and
one brother, Rainer Schulze.
Survivors include her father, Karl Schulze, Waipai, Hawaii; her
mother, Mrs. Erika Schneeberger, and one sister, Mrs. Christel
Frohlich, both of Germany.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements, but no services are scheduled.

Jerry Vaughn
The funeral for Jerry Vaughn was today (Tuesday) at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of lines-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Billy Gallirnore
officiated.
Pallbearers were Keith Brandon, Charles AMbrose, Rosco
Shoulta and Tony Edwards. Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Heart
Association, 333 Guthrie St., Suite 207, Louisville, KY 40202.
Mr. Vaughn, 66, Paducah, formerly of Murray, died Saturday,
May 14, 2005, at 4:49 p.m. in the emergency room of Henry County
Medical Center, Paris, Term.
A retired welder from B.F. Goodrich, Calvert City, he was a
member of Memorial Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 30, 1938, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Roy Vaughn and Katherine Byars Vaughn.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Gail Ambrose and husband,
Charles, Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. Jean Johnston, Murray, and Mrs.
Diane Wells and husband, Jerry, Little Rock, Ark.; four grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.

Walter Lee Belcher
A memorial service for Walter Lee Belcher will be Wednesday at
11 a.m., at Abundant Life Worship Center, Calvert City. The Rev.
Lynn McWhorter will officiate.

By DAVID ESPO
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (APii — The top Senate leaders have given
up on their efforts to compromise over President Bush's stalled
judicial nominees, but other members continued to work on a
possible deal to clear five appeals court appointees and reject
three.
"I've tried to compromise and they want
all or nothing, and I can't do that,"
Democratic leader Harry Reid of Nevada
told reporters Monday after a private meeting with Majority Leader Bill Frist, R-Tenn.
"We both agreed that after several
months of discussions, we have been unable
to come to a negotiated position where the
president's nominees get an up-or-down
vote," Frist said.
The Senate thus was pushed closer to a
Frist
historic confrontation that could decide the
fate of appeals court candidates and Supreme Court nominees
during Bush's term.
"This whole showdown is a symptom of the bitterness and
partisanship that prevails here in Washington," Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz., said Tuesday on CBS' The Early Show." He
said there "should be a compromise out there that allows votes on
.most of the judges."
The standoff between the two parties "has a great deal to do
with anticipation of -upcoming vacancies in the United States
Supreme Court," McCain said.
Also at stake: the Senate's venerable filibuster rules, at least as
they apply to judicial nominations.
Democrats prevented final votes on 10 of Bush's first-term
appeals court nominees, and have threatened to do the same this
year to seven the president renominated. Frist has threatened to
strip them of their ability to do so by blocking use of the filibuster, a parliamentary device that can be overcome only by a
majority of60 votes or higher, to block confirmation votes.
It requires only 51 votes to approve a-nominee once an up-ordown vote is called in the 100-member Senate. Likewise, Frist
could prevail with 51 votes supporting his move to rule filibusters
out-of-order when used to block a confirmation vote.
Neither side appears certain it has enough votes to prevail if
the issue is put to a vote. At the same time, if six Republicans and
six Democrats agree to a compromise of their own, they could
impose it on the leadership if necessary, averting a showdown.
Even as Frist and Reid gave up efforts to reach a compromise.
a small group of Democrats, who have been meeting with
Republicans also eager to avoid a showdown, floated a proposal
to clear the way for confirmation of some of Bush's blocked
appointees.
Under the proposal, circulated in writing, Republicans would
have to pledge no change through 2006 in the Senate's rules that
allow filibusters against judicial nominees. For their part.
Democrats would commit not to block votes on Bush's Supreme
Court or appeals court nominees during the same period, except
in extreme circumstances.
Each member would be free to determine what constituted an
extreme circumstance, but Republicans would bind themselves to
not changing the filibuster rule for the next two years.
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Cardin Carmack
Cardin Carmack, 83, Fort Myers, Fla., died Monday, May 9,
2005.
Born in Hopkinsville, Ky., he was the son of the late Earl G.
Carmack and Lora Cardin Arnold. One daughter, Joie Carmack, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his children, Dale Carmack, California, Md.,
Abby Clark, Louisville, Ky., Mary Carmack, Roseville, Calif., Jen
Renna, Sonora, Calif., and Cardin Carmack H,San Jose, Calif.; half
sister, Joanna Ulsas, Phoenix, Ariz.; 13 grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the,chapel of Coral
Ridge Funeral Home, Cape Coral, Fla.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 9 to Ii a.m
Wednesday.

Mrs. Lola B. Jones
The funeral for Mrs. Lola B. Jones was Monday at 3 p.m. at
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church. The Rev. Robert
McKinney, the Rev. Eugene Burkeen, the Rev. James Keeling and
the Rev. Deb Webb officiated. Burial was in the Brooks Chapel

SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
— Reconciliation talks between
the two Koreas showed signs of
souring today when delegates
canceled a joint luncheon and
the South reported no progress in its push to get the North back
into nuclear disarmament negotiations.
The first face-to-face talks
between the two Koreas in 10
months came during elevated
concern over the North's nuclear
ambition. It said last week that it
removed fuel rods from a reactor, a step toward extracting
weapons-grade plutonium.
The two sides were scheduled to have a working lunch
before wrapping up their second
and final day of talks in the
afternoon in the border town of
Kaesong,
but
suddenly
announced that the two delegations would eat separately.
The head of South Korea's
delegation, Vice Unification
Minister Rhee Bong-jo, told
reporters that officials agreed on

the South sending officials to the
North's capital in June for the
fifth anniversary of a NorthSouth summit.
But no progress was reported
on other issues, including the
nuclear dispute. Asked whether
North Korea just listened to
comments on the nuclear dispute, as it had on Monday, Rhee
would only say that consultations were continuing.
China, meanwhile, appealed
to the United States and North
Korea to have direct contacts in
order to restart six-nation talks.
"China hopes these two
countries can have contacts so
they can build mutual trust and
understanding," said Foreign
Ministry spokesman Kong
Quan."Such contacts conducted
anywhere and any time would
receive our congratulations."
South Korea on Monday
promised a major new -proposal" if the reclusive communist
nation returns to stalled disarmament talks involving the
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Destiny Michelle Black
A private family service for Destiny Michelle Black will be held
at a later date. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Baby Black, 15 1/2 weeks, Farmington, died Saturday. May 14,
2005, at 1:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her mother, Mary Ayers, her father, Kevin
Black, and one brother, Austin Ayers, all of Farmington; paternal
grandparents. Linda and Roy Steele, Almo, and Ronnie and Nancy
Black, Hardin; maternal grandparents, Max and Kay Ayers, Wingo,
and Beth and Tommy Adair, Murray; two aunts, Cheryl Hood and
Tonya Oldham, and one uncle, Jason Black and wife, April. All of
Murray.

59,1.5
510 975
511 375

United States, China, Japan, initiative but said Washington
Russia and the two Koreas.
believes aid for the North,
No details were released, but "including food or helping them
South Korean media speculated grow food, shouldn't be condithat Seoul would offer massive tioned or negotiated as part of
aid to its impoverished neighbor, the six-party talks."
which has been wracked by
A Japanese report today said
famine.
North Korea had forwarded an
South Korea provides fertil- invitation to U.S. Secretary of
izer and other humanitarian aid State Condoleezza Rice via
to the North each year. but says China to visit the North for
any major economic aid should nuclear talks. However, a U.S.
be preceded by North Korea's official in Washington denied
agreement to dismantle its the report in the Nihon Keizai
nuclear weapons facilities.
business daily, saying no such
State Department spokesman invitation was received. He
Richard Boucher offered U.S. spoke on condition of anonymisupport for the South Korean
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Cemetery with arrangements by Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Brooks Chapel
Cemetery Fund, do Eddie Ramsey, 2034 Roosevelt Rd., Dexter.
KY 42036.
Mrs. Jones, 96, Roosevelt Road, Dexter, died Saturday, May 14,
2005, at 12:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a homemaker, elementary school teacher and church
worker. She taught in one and two-room schools at Independence,
Palestine, Shady Hill and Brooks Chapel, all in Calloway County.
She had been an active member of Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church for 75 years where she taught Sunday School, was a church
historian and a member of United Methodist Women.
Her husband, Toy Jones, to whom she was married in 1930, two
brothers, Leon Burkeen and James Hugh Burkeen, son-in-law, Roy
Ross, twin grandsons and twin great-great-granddaughters, all preceded her in death. Born Aug. 2, 1908, in Calloway County. she was
the daughter of the late Webster Burkeen and Eva Ross Burkeen.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Jean Ross, Mrs. Anne
Siress and husband, Roe Bert, and Mrs. Barbara McKendree and
husband. Joe Tom, all of Benton; 10 grandchildren and their spouses, Dianne and Dwain Redden, Karen and Louie Marr, Cara Gwen
and James Mathis, Tonia and Billy Doom, Kim and Gary Tapp.
Terry and Gina Ross, Karol and Barry Hardison, Brad and Julie
McKendree, Kennita and 'Jim Blanchard and Jan Howard: 16 greatgrandchildren: four great-great-grandchildren.

Koreas' meeting shows signs of souring

Showdown over judicial
nominees imminent

Idea

Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge
of arrangements.
Mr. Belcher, 64, Patriot Street, Gilbertsville,
died Friday. May 13, 2005, at 7 p.m. at Medco
Center of Paducah.
An Army veteran he served two tours of duty
during the Vietnam War. He had worked at Ford
Motor Company for 15 years and was a member of Abundant New
Life Worship Center.
His wife, Joy Belcher, preceded him in death.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Tina Coursey, Grand
Rivers, Mrs. Karen Ontiveros, Fullerton, Calif., Mrs. Brandi Phelps,
Cleveland,Tenn., and Mrs. Joy Adrian, Gilbertsville; one son, Steve
L. Turner, Riverside, Calif.; father and stepmother, Cecil and Margie
Belcher, Calvert City; mother, Mrs. Violet Belcher, Grand Rivers;
one sister, Mrs. Patricia Lewis, Murray; two brothers, Bob Belcher,
Las Vegas, Nev., and Bill Belcher, Westland, Mich.; 15 grandchildren.
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Women hold luncheon

twool

Poker Run, Ham Breakfast
planned by Masonic Lodge
.1"

Photo provided

Pictured (from left) are Carl Williams, Murray High
School, Sgt. Jim Osborne, MPD, and Breanna Volp,
Calloway County High School, at the DAR luncheon held
at Tom's Grille.

Volp and Williams honored
at DAR luncheon Saturday

4tistr
-

Photos provided
Melva Cooper (top photo center) was speaker at the
April luncheon of Christian Women of Murray. Pictured
(at left) is her cousin, Linda White. and (at right) her
mother, Katherine Ray. Sheila Vacca (left bottom photo)
of The Gallery gave the special feature and Chad
Gorrell (right bottom photo) was the guest soloist. The
Christian Women will have a luncheon Friday at 10 a.m.
at First United Methodist Church social hall featuring
Joey Potts of Wingo as speaker, Dorothy Terry as musician and Norma Edwards of Rare Earth. Luncheon
reservations may be made with Freda Lovett at 7533999 or Jo Lovett at 753-4683. This is open to aft Interested women of the area.

Two local high school seniors were honored at a recent
meeting of the Capt. Wendell
Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution.
Murray High School senior,
Breanna Volp, and Calloway
County High School senior, Carl
Williams were selected the
"DAR Good Citizen" for their
respective schools.
The students were guests at
a luncheon meeting held at
Tom's Grill, where they received
a certificate, wallet card, pin,
and monetary gift. Co-hostesses for the meeting were
Wilma Beatty, DAR Good Citizen Chairman, and Verona Grogan.
Volp is the daughter of
Robert and Brenda Volp. She
was a representative on the Murray High School Student Council and on the All A Honor
Roll all four years. She was a
member of the Volleyball Team
three years), Basketball Team
(four years), and Softball Team

(four years). She also received
many academic and athletic
awards during high school
Williams is the son of John
and Susan Williams. He was
a Calloway County High School
Student Council Representative, member and president of
the Beta Club, on the Varsity
Baseball Team, and on the
Honor Roll (four years). He
was voted "Most Likely to Succeed" by the senior class as
well as vice-president of the
senior class. He also received
numerous academic ,awards.
Following the luncheon and
awards presentation. Sgt. Jim
Osborne, MPD, presented a
program on Murray's "Citizen's
Police Academy."
Sgt. Osborne described the
new program offered by the
Murray Police Department. This
program, offered by Police
Departments nationwide, invites
citizens to attend a 10 week
program that reviews and
explains the various functions
of the Police Department.
Ife , 46
...k•fl

Students of Month named

'Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and
Accepted Masons will have a Poker Run
and Ham Breakfast on Saturday at the
lodge hall on Highway 464, east of Alm°.
Breakfast will be served from 6 to 10
a.m. for a $5 donation. Persons do not
have to participate in the Poker Run to
attend the breakfast.
Registration at $15 per person for the
Run will be from 6 to 10:30 cm.
Poker
Jo's
The donation will go for the 2006 Relay
Datebook for Life.
By Jo Burkeen
The first bike out will be at 9:30 a.m.
Community
and the last bike out will be at 10:30 a.m.
Editor
The last bike in will be at 1:313 p.m. A
helmet is required as part of the run will be in Tennessee.
Prizes will be for door, 50/50, high points and lowest points.
For more information contact Richard Crittendon at
753-6919 or by e-mail: murray_racetrack@hotmail.com.

to

Glory Bound will be Thursday
The Messengers and Margie Black will be the featured
groups at Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday from 7 to 9
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is
sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is
invited and there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be
taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Jill Alton at 753-1592.

Civil War Roundtable planned
Clarksville, Tenn. Civil War Roundtable will be Wednesday
at 7 p.m. in the cafe of Borders Books in Clarksville. Nancy
Baird, an instructor and author from Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, will speak about "Dr. David Yandell
- Confederate Doctor." The public is invited. The group meets
each third Wednesday of the month and is devoted to the
study of the American Civil War.

Soccer camp scheduled
The British Challenger Soccer Camp for children
the ages of 4 to 13 is scheduled for July 11-15 at
Creek Soccer Complex. Iree soccer jersey will be
registration is made onlin by May 27. Registration
made at www.challengerspd?ts.com.

between
the Bee
given if
may be

Tiger Booster Club will meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5 p.m.
at Murray High School. Please note this is 30 minutes earlier than previous meetings. All officers, sports representatives,
parents and other interested individuals are encouraged to
attend.

Twin Lakes Club will meet
Twin Lakes Region of the Antique Automobile Club of
American will for a dinner meeting at Willow Pond Restaurant, Calvert City, on Thursday at 6 p.m. The club is open
to anyone with an interest in antique automobiles and visitors
are welcome. For information call Howard Brandon at 7534389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Stroke/Head Injury Group to meet
Murray Stroke/Head Injury Group will meet Thursday at
5:30 p.m. at the Center for Health & Wellness. Keith and
Debbie Pardue will present a program on "Brain Aerobics 10 ways to get your memory in Shape." For information call
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

MES Committee will meet
The Interview Committee of Murray Elementary School
Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday at 3
p.m. in the conference room of the school.

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
•Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
•Window Blinds
•Professional Installation
•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office.(866) 936-6600
Cell. (270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets.com

a
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Music Department meeting tonight
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight at 6:30 p.m. for a salad supper and special entertainment by the chorus, vocal ensemble and individual members.
Photo provided

Calloway County Middle School's Sixth Grade Students
of the Month for April are, froth left, Timothy Chapman,
Allison Barrett, Averee Fields and Wade Stokes. These
students were chosen because of outstanding character, work habits, behavior and cooperation with their
peers and teachers.

GE Refrigerator

PC DOCTOR

The Ultimate In Storage
and Design Flexibility

Cornputor Solutions
stCIC

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
We Service All Brands'

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

CREATIVE
ARMlis CRAM
2539 E. Wood St. • Paris, TN
(Odom's Lakeway Shopping Ctr.)

731-641-9900

has dates available for your
reception, class reunion, pool
party, golf outing or any event.

4111K Please call 270-762-0068

PC DOCTOR • Murray
thar_pcdostoracharteuraset • 270-226-9577
Mambo of Chamber of Commerce .1 Rotary Club

t
The Murray
Country Club
We have a full service
food and lounge that can
be tailored to your needs.

Services Catered
*House Calls
.Component Upgrades
•Sottware Upgrades
•Repair
•Speed Increases
•General Maintenance
•Home Networks Installed & Set Up
•Virus Removal
•Custom Built Computers
.System & Network Consulting

SALE
•

50% Off
Storewide
Everything!
May 17-26

HI

Murray Singles plans spring dance
Murray Singles Organization will have its spring dance on
Saturday from 7 to 11 p.m. at the Kenlake State Park Pavilion, Aurora. Dancing will be from 7:30 to 11 p.m. with DJ
Gary Long providing the music. The cost will be $6 per person. Murray Singles will provide coffee and soft drinks, but
those attending are asked to bring a snack to share and own
lawn chair. For information contact Helen at 761-3141 or
Peggy at 753-8021.

Special reunion planned
A reunion of former SAGE/SAFEGUARD employees is
being planned for Sept. 17 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at front
or westside of Murray-Calloway County Park. This will be a
potluck event. All employees interested are asked to call 1270-345-2007 and leave name as soon as possible.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line of Murray and Calloway County is low on several items to fill the baskets for the clients. Food needs are
tuna, spinach, fruit, canned meat, cereal, crackers and blackeyed peas. Personal hygiene and cleaning,supply needs are
bath tissue, dish liquid, tooth brushes, deodorant and shampoo. Brown paper bags are also needed, These may be taken
to the Need Line office in Weaks Community Center from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Quilt Lovers will meet tonight

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight at 6 p.m. in
the
community room_of Calloway Public Library. Tina
Goodman
will present the program on "Make Friends with Your
Feet"
and "What's the Point?" which is a discussion of sewing
machine feet and needles that will help you make the
most
of yogr sewing machine no matter what brand or
model you
use. The meeting is open to all interested persons.

Sewing By Steven
9Peeed
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods

• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics
Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361
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Summer approaching; activities abound for youth

Haugen interviewed

As the school year quickly
comes to an end there are many
ways to be involved in 4-H in
the summer.
We have
numerous
activities
and events
for youth
and families
during
Summer
2005. Three
are conunuExtension
nity wide
that 4event
Notes
H is collabBy
army Harper orating with
other agenCalloway
on that
cies
County Agent
are great kid
for 4-H/Youth
and family
Development
friendly
activities. The three to discuss
today are Summer Fun DaysWhere Character Counts,
Hooked On Fishing Not on
Drugs and Summer In the Park
Summer Fun Days -Where
Character Counts
Summer Fun Days -Where
Character Counts is a collaborative effort of Calloway Schools
Resource Centers and Youth
Service Center, 4-H, Big
Brother/Big Sisters and
Calloway Migrant Education.
On June 7-9, supervised care
will begin at 7:30 a.m. with
structured activities beginning
at 9 until 4:30 p.m. The theme
for the days will be "Arts and
Humanities with a performance
of the children at 2 p.m. on
May 9
Parents are welcome to stay
but it is not mandatory. There
will be age appropriate activities for 5 to 12-year-olds with
dance. theatre and art activities
planned.
The children, instructors and
leaders will walk to the City
Pool at 2 p.m. and should be
picked up at 4:30 p.m. at the
City Pool. The cost of each day
will be $5. All fees and forms
are due May 18 by noon.
Limited spaces are available.
If raining the days events will
be canceled.
The 4th annual Hooked On
Fishing Not on Drugs event
will occur on June 11 from 9 to

r
irk.

SHERRY MCCLAIN/MSU Photo
High school seniors interviewed at Murray State
University recently during Academic Excellence Day
for MSU's most prestigious scholarships, the
Presidential and the John W. Carr scholarships.
Pictured with Dr. Don Robertson (left), vice president
for student affairs at MSU, is Amanda Haugen of
Murray. Haugen is a student at Murray High School and
Is the daughter of Cynthia Rigsby.

Ferguson interviewed

SHERRY MCOLAINNSU photo
High school seniors interviewed at Murray State
University recently during Academic Excellence Day
for MSU's most prestigious scholarships, the
Presidential and the John W. Carr scholarships.
Pictured with Dr. Don Robertson (left), vice president
for student affairs at MSU, is Heather Ferguson of
Murray. Ferguson is a student at Murray High School
and is the daughter of David and Deborah Ferguson.

4

11 a.m. at Ponderosa Fish
Farms in the southwest edge of
Calloway County. The forms to
participate must be turned in by
June 4. The first 300 youth and
children will receive a T-shirt
and fishing pole. This is a family event. Youth must be accompanied by an adult.
The event partners are
Calloway County ASAP, Big
Srothers Big Sisters, Calloway
County Family Resource Center
and Calloway County Middle
Youth Serkices Center, Murray
Calloway County Parks and
Recreation, Wal-Mart,
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife, and Calloway
County 4-H. Forms are available at the Extension Office.
Wal-Mart-Sporting Goods, Park
Office or Family Resource
Centers.
Summer In the Park (Feeding
Program) will be from June 8
through July 23, with a free
lunch meal in the Chestnut Park
at 11:30 a.m. There will be
supervised play from 10:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Youth under
nine need to be accompanied by
an adult. Children and youth 2
to 18 are welcome to participate. This program is sponsored
by the U.S. Department of
Education Food and School
Nutrition, City of Murray and
Murray-Calloway County Parks
and Recreation. Call Doris
Clark Parham at 762-5429 or
the Park Office at 762-0344 to
sign up before June I.
Upcoming 4-H Events
II The deadline to sign up for
the Summer Fun Days-Where
Character Counts is May 20 at
noon.
•Family Rock Hunt,
Farmington. Mo.. May 20 and
21. Call the extension Office
for details or to sign up by May
18 at the Extension Office.
•Summer Fun Days Where Character Counts will be
June 7 to 9 at School House
Pavilion of Central Park,9 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Breakfast and
supervised play will begin at
7:30 am.
II Make-up Camper
Orientation is May 23 from 2
and 5 p.m. at the Extension
Office.

III Show and Sale
Organizational Meeting on May
23 at 6:30 p.m. at the Extension
Office. All interested youth and
families need to attend if possible.
•Tagging of goats. lambs.
hogs, and beef heifers will be
May 26 from 4 to 7 p.m. at the
Export-nter. Youth who wish
to participate in District Shows,
State Fair or Calloway County
4-H/FFA Show of Champions
must bring animals to be
tagged.
▪ Horse Judging, Hippology
and Horse Bowl Teams depart
for Lexington for State

Competition on June 13 to 15.
Registration forms are due May
20 with money.
MI Hooked on Fishing Event
slated for June II at Ponderosa
Farms from 9 to II a.m.
Registration received through
June 4. Families can sign up at
the Extension Office,

The Calloway County
Extension Service is open
Monday to Fridayfrom 8 a.m.
to noon and Ito 430 p.m. The
Calloway County 4-H Council
is an agency of the Murray
Calloway County United Way.

Contract Bridge
Prudence and Common Sense
West led a diamond, and the slam
went down the drain when East took
the first two tricks with the A-Q of
diamonds. Undeniably, it was bad
luck to lose the slam because West
found the killing suit to lead and East
held the ace and queen of diamonds.
Even so, the fact remains that North
was remiss during the bidding when
he chose to bid six spades instead of
six notrump, which was ice-cold
against any lead.
North should have reasoned that,
if South had the seven spade tricks he
was likely to have for his vulnerable
four-spade bid, 12 tncks were certain
-- provided the defense did not take
thc first two diamond tricks. This
should have convinced North —
after using Blackwood and learning
that South had only one ace -- that
the slam would be far safer if East
was the opening leader instead of
In the play of many deals, the West.
It might seem odd for a player to
winning action is found only because
of a fear that certain key cards might prefer six notrump as the final conbe unfavorably located. At times. tract when he knows that he and his
however, this fear should assert itself partner have at least a ten-card trump
during the bidding of a hand, before suit to lean on. But prudence, comthe play has even begun! For exam- mon sense and the safety factor all
ple, take this case where South dictate that North should be declarer.
wound up in six spades after the and that thought should take precedence over everything else.
sequence shown.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+963
A KS
•K 7 2
•A K Q4
EAST
WEST
+54
417
IPQ 10 7 2
96 4
•A Q 5
•109 8 3
+10973
461 86 2
SOUTH
*AKQJ 1052
V8 3
101 64
*5
The bidding:
North East
West
South
Pass
4 NT
Pass
4+
Pass
6+
5•
Opening lead -- ten of diamonds.

LiL
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Bob Billington

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
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1dowahares
ONE GREAT DAY
ONE
TO SAVE
DAY
SALE

Radke interviewed

AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
•

SAVE50%
UP TO
WEDNESDAY ONLY!
MISSES

JUNIORS

YOUNG MENS

50%OFF SALE 50%OFF
50%OFF SALE
SALE
MESSAGE TEES
S
Du
MESSAGE TEE SHIRTS
SELECTED STYLES.
REG. TO '69

RETRO & COLLEGIATE
STYLES. REG.'149°- '22

$599
50%OFF SALE
SALE
FASHION TANK TOPS
ACTIVE SEPARATES

SHERPUIACCLAIN/MSU photo
High school seniors interviewed —al Murray State
University recently during Academic Excellence Day
for MSU's most prestigious scholarships, the
Presidential and the John W. Carr scholarships.
Pictured with Dr. Don Robertson (left), vice president
for student affairs at MSU, is Carrie Radke of Murray.
Radke is a student at Calloway County High School
and is the daughter of Paul and Roseanne Radke.

JACKFTS & PANTS
REG. TO'44

50%0FF
SALE
SHORT SLEEVE POLOS

ICONS, EMBELLISHMENTS &
MORE! REG. TO'24

SOLIDS & STRIPES. Pi-6 2Er--'32..

$599
50%OFF SALE
SALE
iCON FANNON idlin
RAFAELLA SPORTSWEAR*
SELECTED STYLES.
REG. TO '69

CREW & BOAT NECK STYLES
REG.'18

$14.99
SALE
WOVEN SHIRTS

til NAIPIC PLAZA — MURRAY

753-5507

FASHION STRIPES. REG. TO $44

$16.99
SALE
FANNON CAMS

dvtrmvr Natris tor Cif:Aso & Conlick
(, Ink(*Rh
• f-eatrina 1:)

SOLID,EMBROIDERED, PRINTED
STYLES. REG.'48

SALE $12.99
GREAT VALUE' REG.'38

$14.99
SALESeoirrstuars

$9.99
SALE
50%0FF SALE
WOVEN CAMISOLES
FASHION TWILL SHORTS
GREAT SUMMER STYLES!
REG. TO '30

HOT NEW LOOK! REG. TO '28

$14.99
SALE
DENIM Sows
SELECTED STYLES
REG. TO 136

WOVEN
SHOF1T & LONG SLEEVE STYLES.
REG. TO '39$4

50%OFF
SALE
Du SHIR
PIE CAROM'. REG.'34

414.99
OFF SALE
Duman: NECKWEAR
50%
SALE
100% SILK. GREAT NEW
Wovan Sminrs
PRINTED SHORT SLEEVE STYLE.
REG.'42

Magic Tan Special - 15

SELECTED STYLES
REG. TO'68

$7.99
SALE
FASHION Fur noes

1 111[BSENTIAL DAY SPA

LOTS OF FUN STYLES
REG. TO'24

11.11!C ilt • I0 ok. • ". •
• \::t1.:1 I I ,1 ;•\ • '

$7.99
SALE$ILWIN
ILMOVINGS
*man
THREADER STYLE

AV.E DA

REG. To,19"

II-4.11

WEDNESDAY
ONLY!

FURNISHINGS

STYLES. REG. 527- $325T

$14.99
SALE
50%0FF
LEATHER BELTS
SALE
50%OFF CARIBBEAN JOE*
SALE
ENTIRE STOCK! BY ALEXANDER
JUWANs. REG.'25
DESIGNER HANDBAGS
ACCESSORIES

"i,T

HOT NEW MESSAGES!
REG. TO '24

ENTIRE STOCK'
REG. TO'48

$9.99
SALE
Paws

CHILDRENS
ADOMONAL

SALE
25%0FF
BOYS & Gnus
DESIGNER CLEARANCE
ENTIRE STOCK. REG. TO '36

50%OFF
SALE
Boys FASHION Snows
ENTIRE STOCK. REG. TO 536

50%OFF
SALE
GIRLS DENIM CARUS
& SKOOTERS. REG.'28- '34

Pious
SHORT SLEEVE STYLES.
REG.'28

$142.99
SALE
DESIGNER L000 TEES

GREAT Look!
ORIG.'295

$88
SALE
SPORTCOATS
SILK
SANDWASHED SILK.
ORIG '195

YOUR FAVORITE AMERICAN
LABEL. SELECTED STYLEs.
REG.'29"

$6.99
SALE
BOYS MESSAGE TEES
LOTS OF GREAT STYLES
REG. TO '20

SALE
$9.99
einLs PEACE FROG•TEES
GIRLS 7-16. REG.'20
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CCHS class maintains perfection vs. MOUS
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
For the second time this
school year, a business administration class from Calloway
County High School has gone to
Hopkinsville and had every participating student pass the very
difficult Microsoft Office User
Specialist exam.
On May 2, teacher Jennifer
Stubblefield took 28 students to
Community
Hopkinsville
College to take the exam with
the results being the same as
they were in December when 21
took the test. All of them scored
the 640 points required for a
passing grade, which obviously
made their teacher quite proud.
"I've never had two classes
to take there in the same ar
before. It's a class that is high h
demand here, though, and I
think it's because word is getting
around that we're doing this and
doing so well with it," said
Stubblefield, who had one student redefine the idea of doing
well as sophomore Josh Price
registered a. 1 .(XX), marking the
first time a perfect score has
ever been recorded since HCC
started offering the exam to high
schoolers four years ago.
And it made news in a hurry.

NI

"When the teacher (Carol
Kierves) heard about this, she
came out and said, 'I've got to
meet this young man and shake
Stubblefield
his
hand,—
remarked, noting that Kierves
told her how this exam routinely
proves to be
too much for
many of her
college students.
"That's
the test that
every student she has
to pass in
order to pass
Price
class
the
each year, and I remember her
saying, 'I've got kids that can't
even score half what he scored.'
And he's just 16. Yes, I'm very
proud of him."
Price, though, took everything in stride.
"It hasn't hit me too much,
really. And, really, I'm not the
bragging type," said the sophomore, whose first act upon
learning of his feat was to make
a phone call. "I called my dad
(Curtis. who was in another state
at the time), and that was int
esting because I had everybody
yelling at me how (-Kierves)
wanted to talk with me.

Photo Provided
Lisa Satterwhite of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce talked with students in Genese Reid's P4
classroom about how Murray is growing and what being
a member of the Chamber means. She talked about the
Census and how important it is to have accurate maps
and how she had to know a little bit and everything to do
her job. She brought informational material and shared
with the students. Satterwhite (right) is shown with student Sarah Parker.

"Some of it was harder than I
thought it would be. Honestly,
there were some parts where I
didn't know too much (about the
data involved with some of the
questions), so I have to say that
I wouldn't have made half (of
1,000) if (Stubblefield) hadn't
been teaching us these things."
Price nearly was joined in
perfection. though. Senior
Natalie Lyons and junior
Christina Millizer both totaled
971, the result of one missed
answer on the 15-question test.
The previous CCHS high score
was 933.
"When you have the caliber
of kids we do, though. this kind
of thing is possible. It's easy to
succeed with these kinds of
kids," Stubblefield said.
Students that participated for
CCHS this month were: Katlyn
Smith;
Whitney
Wicker;
Amanda Ameringen; Haley
White; Marcy Boggess; Laura
Glisson; Ashley Bogard; Natalie
Lyons; Beth Hillard: Rakeshia
Burks; Dara Mason; Chase
Malone; Josh Leapley; Whitney
Hendon; Malone Esterlein; Josh
Price; R.J. Byerly; Jessica Dial:
Evan Pierce; Jordan Patterson;
Jessi
Hargrove; Christina
Millizer; Jennifer Lofland and
Ashley Thompson.

JOHN WRIGHT/ledger & Times Photo
Teacher Jennifer Stubblefield, left, poses with the 28 students that recently went to
Hopkinsville Community College and became her second consecutive class to have
every member pass the difficult MicroSoft Office User Specialist examination. A total of
49 have done that since last December.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
Calloway County Middle School students Lilly Bourland
(left) and Clara Ainscough put the finishing touches on a
decorative piece that has been donated to the Calloway
County Animal Shelter as a way of adding color to that
facility. This project was conducted in collaboration with
students from Southwest Calloway Elementary School,
where both Bourland and Ainscough were students.
Photo provided
Daisy Lowe enjoys
a good book at the
East Elementary
Wild
About
Reading night. The
event was intended
to show students
the value of reading, while offering
other fun activities
at the same time.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
North Calloway Elementary School student Ricki Orr cuts
an edition of the Brain Freeze feature that appeared in the
Ledger & Times recently as part of the Newspapers in
Education promotion held nationally.

Photo provided
Mr. Yoshiki Sato, a native of Japan resides in Murray with
his family and has one son, Kristopher, attending East
Calloway Elementary. Sato was on hand to present things
associated with Japanese culture.

Graduation
schedules

Inhaling the fumes of
office,

school

and

household products is
so popular, nearly one in

1111
Eastwood
Christian
Academy's
2005
Commencement is scheduled
for 7 p.m. Friday at the campus'
gymnasium.

five kids has tried it by
eighth grade. And anytime the toxic chemicals
in these products are

II Murray High School and
Calloway County High School
will also be conducting commencement exercises, both on
the Murray State University campus.

"huffed," they can kill.

Educate youtitids about
inhalant use, before they

Photo provided
The Science Fair was held recently at the Regional Events
Center on the Murray State campus. Many of the professors in the science departments at MSU help plan and
judge this event for area students. Schools from surrounding areas are invited to participate as well as student from Murray and Calloway County. There are several different divisions students may enter and all receive
ribbons.The students talk with judges about the procedures they used to conduct their experiment. Here,
Elizabeth Dunn talking about her project, Germ Busters,
with a judge. Back to the camera is Ashlee Edminister.

•CCHS'exercises will be held
at the Regional Special Events
Center, starting at 6:30, followed
by Project Graduation bacy at
the CCHS campus. That is set to
start immediately followint the
ceremonyis,
•MHS will hold its exercises
at Lovett Auditorium at 7 p.m.,
followed by Project Graduation
back at the MHS campus at
10:30 until 6 a.m.

learn on their own

When it comes to inhalants,
your child may know more
than she is telling.
1-270-762-7332
1-800-269-4237
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Chapman: UK opposed interracial dating
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Former Ken- bothered by the fact that sometimes I habits at Kentucky.
tucky star Rex Chapman told a newspa- dated black girls. Most preferred that I
Messages left with the Suns for Chapper that school officials tried to stop him keep it confidential and hide it."
man by The AP were not immediately
from dating black women or at least "hide
"I was being asked to lead a lifestyle returned.
it" rather than inflame fans.
that was absolutely wrong, simply for the
"I don't have an ax to grind," he said.
"There were certain aspects of my time fact that some people didn't like that I "I love the University of Kentucky. I
there that were really ugly," Chapman, dated somebody of a different race," Chap- bleed blue.
who is white, said in a story published man told the paper. "I mean, what is
"I won't name namos, but I can think
by The Courier-Journal on Monday. "I that? Is that America?"
of at least a half-dozen times or more
don't know how it is today, but that's
The 37-year-old Chapman is now direc- that somebody with the university asked
how it was 20 years ago."
tor of basketball operations for the Phoenix that it stop or to be sure that it was kept
Chapman said scrutiny of his private Suns and is working as a television ana- inconspicuous."
life by athletics department officials, boost- lyst during the NBA playoffs.
Oklahoma State coach Eddie Sutton,
ers and others hastened his departure from
Last week, Chapman suggested that Chapman's coach at Kentucky, declined
Kentucky. He left after two seasons and race might have influenced the voting for comment through a university spokesentered the NBA draft in 1988.
the NBA's MVP award. It was won by woman. Larry Ivy, an athletic administraOnce, someone took a key and scrawled Suns guard Steve Nash, who is white; he tor during Chapman's time at Kentucky
a racial epithet on his car door, he said. narrowly beat Miami star Shaquille O'Neal, and later the school's athletic director,
He said he also was the subject of obscene who is black.
told The Courier-Journal he had no memjokes.
Later, in an interview with ESPN.com, ory of anyone asking Chapman to stop
"It's the climate of how things were," Chapman again talked about race in MVP
he was quoted as saying. "People were voting and the close watch on his dating III See CHAPMAN Page 28

Head and Shoulders better
O'Hair has a past,
but the game
for a future

of
nd
is
in
by
51als
are
11.

IRVING, Texas (AP) — In
what might have been the
harshest part of a "60 Minutes II" interview, Marc O'Hair
bragged about knowing how
to make a buck in the business world. It was always about
material, overhead and labor.
Sitting next to him was his
teenage son, whom he had
pushed to turn pro a year before
the kid finished high school.
"He's pretty good labor," the
father said in a segment first
broadcast three years ago,
shown again Sunday during
the final round of the Byron
Nelson Championship.
Labor is one thing.
Sean O'Hair also has the
goods.
Most PGA Tour rookies
struggle just to make a paycheck this early in the year
as they cope with travel plans,
places to stay and courses
they have never seen. O'Hair
has made the cut in seven
straight tournaments, and his
runner-up finish Sunday was
no accident.
He showed poise well
beyond his boyish looks and
22 years, scrambling for par
out of bunkers and hitting
lasers at the flags when his
round could have slipped away.
He closed with a 2-under 68
to finish one shot behind winner Ted Purdy.
O'Hair was the ninth player this year who failed to protect the outright lead going
into the final round, but he
and Phil Mickelson at Doral
are the only ones who broke
par.
"I played with a lot of
heart out there," he said.
One can only imagine that
he plays with a heavy heart,
too, although that doesn't
appear to be the case.
"I know he's got kind of
an odd story with his father,
AP Photo
but you could never tell there's Sean O'Hair follows through on his swing off the fourth tee during the final
been any bad blood between day of the Byron Nelson Championship, Sunday in Irving, Texas. O'Hair finthe two," said British Open
ished the touranment in second place with a weekend total 266, 14-under-par
champion Todd Hamilton, who
behind winner Ted Purdy.
played a practice round with
O'Hair early in the week and in-law. Steve Lucas, took time have to say about that."
run, on the course from 7
wound up in the final group away from the insurance busiThe Orlando Sentinel, which a.m. to 4 p.m. The father
with him Sunday.
ness to caddie. They were first wrote about the O'Hair made him run a mile for every
O'Hair severed ties with joined Sunday on the TPC at saga in December, tried Sun- bogey on his scorecard and
his father two years ago and Las Colinas by O'Hair's moth- day evening to contact the derided him for missing shots.
married the first girl he dated, er and sister, who flew in father, who has an unlisted It was all in the kid's best
who also happened to love golf. from Florida.
phone number. Marc O'Hair interest, to make him the best.
"What am I supposed to
She played at Florida Atlantic
The only one missing was cussed at the reporter and
do — say, 'Oh, Seany boy,
and brought perspective and Marc O'Hair.
hung up.
self-esteem to his life.
Asked how his father might
It seems unlikely that you don't have to get up early
"She's basically the heart- have felt to see him come so O'Hair can escape questions today?'The military, they know
beat of my game and my life," close to winning, O'Hair about his path to the PGA how to build a champion,"
searched for the right words. Tour, a story that reeks of a Marc O'Hair told the Sentinel
O'Hair said.
"I love my dad," he said. father who treated his son like in December. "Somebody who
He now travels the tour
slacks off, that's a loser.
with Jackie and their 3-month- "And I ... you know, I hope a commodity.
Up every day at 5 a.m. to
old daughter, Molly. His father- he's doing well. That's all I
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Nicklaus says SL Andrews will mad end of tour career
a

2
7

TUESDAY

LONDON (AP) — Jack Nicklaus' final in 2000, and is returning only because
round at the British Open will also be the Royal & Ancient Golf Club moved
the last of his illustrious tournament career. up the Old Course in the rotation to give
"From a tournament standpoint, that Nicklaus one last chance.
British Open champions are exempt
will be it for me," Nicklaus said Monday during a promotional appearance in until they are 65. Nicklaus won the claret
Britain. "I will 'play a few skins games jug three times, including twice at St.
and father-sons, but from any kind of Andrews in 1970 and 1978.
"I love St. Andrews," Nicklaus said.
tournament involvement, that's it.
This year's British Open will be played "It's been a great part of my career."
Nicklaus missed the cut at the Masat St. Andrews from July 14-17.
Nicklaus, 65, has not played in the ters and said he would no longer play
Open since it was last held at St. Andrews that major. On his final hole, he brushed

away tears and hugged his oldest son,
Jackie, who was caddying for him.
"I expect I'll be just as emotional at
St. Andrews," Nicklaus said. "I'm a sentimental old fool. I enjoy being part of
history and what's going on, but I don't
consider myself competitive any more.
Hopefully when I get to St. Andrews I
will have some kind of game. It won't
be great, but I hope not to embarrass
myself. I will enjoy ii"
Nicklaus came to England to promote
a golf and property development in Spain.
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MICHAEL DAMN/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County junior Taylor Thieke is greeted by
fellow teammates at home plate after his towering
home run in the third inning Monday against Paducah 'Tilghman. Thieke was 2-for-2 on the day with four
RBIs.

Thieke torches Paducah
Tilghman with big stick
picked up the win on the mound,
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
going four innings and giving
Taylor Thieke tattooed a 380- up two earned runs on six hits,
foot homerun to start an II- while striking out five and issurun, third-inning thumping of ing no walks. Tyler Brockman
Paducah Tilghman on Tuesday relieved Birdsong in the fifth:
at Calloway County High
The Lakers have won seven
School in prep baseball action. straight, a streak head coach
The junior Laker shortstop Steve Smith hopes will last as
was 2-for-2 at the _plate and his team prepares for the Fourth
had four RBIs for Calloway, District Tournament, whicti
who improved to 23-4 on the begins next week at Ty Holseason with its 14-2 win over land Stadium.
the Blue Tornado.
Michael Birdsong (4-0) •See TH1EKE Page 2B
'

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Breanna Volp finished off Fulton City by going 2for-3 at the plate and tacking on an RBI as the
Lady Tigers beat the Bulldogs 9-0 Monday.

Lady Tigers take
down Fulton City
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Kaci Carpenter provided
double-duty for the Lady Tigers
on Monday when she pitched
seven strong innings and provided a pair of RBIs in a 90 victory of Fulton City.
Carpenter was 1-for
,
3 at the
plate, including a double in
the fourth inning as Murray
High improved to 14-11 on the

season.
Breanna Volp was 2-for-3
at the plate as were Lisa Thurman and Chelsea Riggins. All
three girls roped out RBIs, but
Riggins had the only extra base
hit of the game.
The Lady Tigers scored onerun in the first inning when
Megan Snow crossed home
plate on Volp's RBI.
MI See VOLP Page 2B

Felton invited to coach
U-19 Olympic Team
Special to the Ledger
Murray State head women's
basketball coach Joi Felton has
been selected as a court coach
for the 2005
women's
USA national U-19 team
trials at the
Olympic
Training
Center
in
Colorado
Springs,Colorado.
Felton
Felton
said, "It's a
honor anytime you are invited
to be involved with USA Basketball."
"I've always hoped that some
day I would get the chance to
do this, it's going to be a great
learning experience for me to
be around successful coaches."

Felton said.
She will enter her third season as the Lady Racers head
coach in the fall.
Felton will be serving USA
Basketball as a court coach
during the trials to be held
May 19 through 22. She will
assist the coaching staff in running various parts of the tryouts. "I'll be there to assist the
staff in implementing practice
and various drills in the trials
process." Felton Said. USA
Basketball selects their court
coaches from a pool of candidates, where only head coaches are considered.
This will also he a great
chance for me personally to
learn some new things and
improve my own coaching
skills. I'm really looking forward to it."
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Mahoney
accepts invite
for USA
Team Trials

Photo provided

Pictured back row from left, are Logan Carroll, Drew Wrinkle, Zachary Doughty,
Tanner Reed, Matthew Adams, Riley Stephens, Franklin Daniels, Alex Nelhoff
and Lawson Crider; middle row, Coach Adrian Anderson, Alex Bokeno, Jimmy
Harris, Jason Straub, Tyler DeRezza, Chace Caldwell and Team Manager Kevin
Crider; front row, Tyler Neihoff, Evan Long, Matthew Hancock and Kyle Burns.

JPFC claims U12 Championship
Special to the Ledger
The Jackson Purchase Futbol Club U12
team claimed the U12 Boys Championship in
the recent Kentucky Lake Invitational Tournament held on March 7-8 in Marshall County.
The U12 teams battled stiff competition,
including the nationally ranked club Lou Fusz
from St. Louis. arriving at the final without
a loss. The U12 Cougars defeated the U 12s
from Tupelo. Mississippi to earn the championship.
The U12 team was the foundation for a
JPFC sweep of the Boys division of the tourney, as the JPFC U14 laid claim to the Championship for the U13/U14 Boys Division,
while the JPFC U13 team earned runner-up
status in that division, falling only to the
JPFC U14 team. ,

The JPFC U16 earned their second championship of the season as the winner of the
U15/U16 bracket and the JPFC U18 team
laid claim to the championship of the U17/U18
Boys Division, with the JPFC U17 team coming in as the runner-up in that division.
Jackson Purchase Futbol Club is comprised of players from eleven Kentucky counties and one county in Illinois.
Tryouts for the 2005-2006 JPFC teams will
be held at the Hamilton Park Soccer Complex in Mayfield, Kentucky on June 6-8 from
9 a.m. to noon.
JPFC team camp will be conducted concurrently with tryouts and will he held daily
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and end June 10. For
more information or a player application, consult the JPFC Web site at www.jpfc.net.

Huggins will coach on two-year deal
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Cincinnati coach Bob Huggins
decided on Monday to accept
the school's decision limiting
him to a two-year contract, a
sticking point that could flare
into a bigger issue down the
line.
The university stripped a
rollover provision from Huggins' contract after his arrest
and conviction for drunken driving last year. The provision
automatically added a year onto
his contract each summer, keeping it a four-year deal.
University president Nancy
Zimpher notified Huggins last
week that he again would not
get the extension, leaving him
with a two-year deal. Huggins
had to decide whether to accept
it or take a buyout provision
in his contract.
"I plan on fulfilling my contract," Huggins said Monday
night. "I love the players. I
think I have an obligation to
them, certainly to their families and the fans in the city

AP Photo

Cincinnati basketball coach Bob Huggins announces
during a news conference Monday in Cincinnati that
he will fulfill his contract and continue coaching at
the school. Huggins has accepted the university's
decision not to extend his contract beyond the two
years left. The university stripped a rollover provision
from his contract after his arrest and conviction for
drunken driving last year.
of Cincinnati.
"People here have been unbe
lievable. They've supported me

NEW JOHN DEERE
t1081AWN TRACTOR

JOHN DEERE

ONLY $1,599'

NL- To.041.; RUNS .itE A DEERE'

certainly, when I needed support. They've always been
there."
Huggins is 399-127 in 16
seasons at Cincinnati, which
he rebuilt into a nationally
prominent program after years
of disarray. His teams have
made 14 consecutive appearances in the NCAA tournament, and reached the Final
Four Or 1992.

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentucky guard Samantha Mahoney
is among 57 of the country's
top players to accept an invitation to try out for the 2005
USA
Basketball Women's
National Team Trials. The trials determine the finals for the
2005 USA U19 World Championship and World University Games teams.
The Trials are set to take
place May 19-22 at the U.S.
Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs, Colo. .Invitations to the Trials were issued
by the USA Basketball Women's
Collegiate Committee, chaired
by Sue Donohoe, NCAA. Following the four-day Trials the
Collegiate Committee will
announce finalists for the 12member 2005 USA Women's
U19 World Championship Team
and the 12-member USA World
University Games Team.
Mahoney, a native of West
Bloomfield, Mich., completed
her freshman season at Kentucky, ranking second on the
squad in scoring (10.6 ppg),
steals (30), assists (67) and
blocks (17).

II Chapman ...
From Page 1B
dating black women.
Kenny Walker, who is black
and played at Kentucky just
before Chapman arrived, said
he had no doubt Chapman was
telling the truth.
"I'm amazed that people are
like, 'Oh, man, did this actually happen?— Walker told The
Associated Press on Monday
in a telephone interview. "A
white guy dating black women
off the court was just unheard
of. That's why people were
concerned about it. But I don't
think Rex was really too concerned with how people viewed
him. He did what he felt comfortable doing."
Walker, the school's second
all-time leading scorer, said he
was never pressured by school
officials on whom to date.
"It was somewhat acceptable for a black player to date
a white woman if he was a
basketball player," Walker said.
"For some reason, if that player was white and dated a black
woman, he had to deal with a
different type of pressure, a
different type of discrimination."
Chapman said his best
friends at Kentucky — Ed Davender and fellow teammate
James Blackmon, both of whom
are black — also were discouraged from interracial dating.
"They liked the players
enough to cheer for them at
games, but they didn't like the
players enough to let them date
their daughters," Chapman told
The Courier-Journal.
Neither Davender nor Blackmon said they could recall any
such incident.
Davender said no one at Kentucky tried to influence his dating choices.
"I dated who I wanted to,"
he told the AP.

SportsBriefs
II Graves County High School will host Eagle Camp from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. May 31 to June 3 for grades K-12. There is a t+40 fee per
camper.
MI The Tradewater Pirates will conduct open tryouts for their
natoinally ranked semipro baseball team in Dawson Springs on May 21
at 2 p.m. For more information, contact General Manager Dwight
SevmOre at 270-853-7464.
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David King '9°1 Sycamore
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
Al These CDT
East Division
W L Pct GB
Atlanta
23 15.605
—
Florida
20 15.571 1 1/2
Washington
21 17.553
2
New York
20 19.513 31/i
17 22.436 6 1/2
Philadelphia
Central Division
W L Pot GB
St. Louis
24 13.649
—
Milwaukee
18 19.486
6
17 19.472 6 1/2
Pittsburgh
16 20.444 7 1/2
Chicago
14 23.378
Houston
10
Cincinnati
14 24368101/2
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Arizona
23 16.590
—
San Diego
23 16.590
—
Los Angeles
21 17.553 11/2
San Francisco
18 19.486
4
10 25.286
Colorado
11

Monday's Games
Washington 5, Milwaukee 2
N.Y AAets 9, Cincinnati 2
San Diego 5, Atlanta 3
Florida 6. L.A Dodgers 2
Tuesday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Prior 3-1) at Pittsburgh
(Fogg 3-2), 6:05 p.m.
Milwaukee (Oberrnueller 0-0) at
Washington (Vargas 0-0). 6:05 p.m.
St Louis (Suppan 3-3) at Philadelphia
(Ude 2-3), 6:05 p.m.
Cincinnati (Ra.Ortu 1-1) at N.Y Mets
(Ishii 0-2), 6:10 p.m.
Arizona (Vazquez 4-2) at Houston
(Oswalt 4-4), 7:05 p.m.
Sari Francisco (Lowry 1-4) at Colorado
(Kennedy 1-4), 7:35 p.m.
Atlanta (Smoitz 3-3) at San Diego (May
0-0), 9:05 p.m.
FlOfida (Willis 7-0) at L.A. Dodgers
(Lowe 2-4), 9-.10 p.m.

American League Standings
All Times COT
East Division
W L Pct GB
24 13.649
Baltimore
—
Boston
22 16.579 2 1/2
Toronto
20 18.526 4 1/2
New York
20 19.513
5
14 25 359
Tampa Bay
11
Central Division
W L Pet GB
Chicago
27 12.692
—
Minnesota
21 15.583 4 1/2
Detroit
17 19 472 81/2
Cleveland
16 21.432
10
Kansas City
11 27.28915 1/2
West Division
W L Pct GB
Los Angeles
22 16.579
—
21 18.538 11/2
Texas
15 23.395
Oeldand
7
Seattle
15 23.395
7

Monday's Damn
L.A. Angels 3, Cleveland 1
Texas 7, Chicago White Sox 6
Oakland 6, Boston 4
N.Y. Yankees 6, Seattle 3
Theadays Games
Tampa Bay (Foesum 2-1) at Detroit
(J.Johntion 2-3), 6:05 p.m.
L.A. Angels (Santana 0-0) at Cleveland
(Elarton 0-2), 6:05 p.m.
Texas (P.Astacio 1-4) at Chicago White
Sox (Garland 7-0), 7:05 p.m.
Toronto (Towers 4-1) at Minnesota
(Santana 5-1), 7:10 p.m.
Baltimore (Ponson 5-1) at Kansas City
(Lima 0-3). 7:10 p.m.
Boston (Clement 4-0) at Oakland (Zito
1-4), 9:05 p.m.
'N.Y Yankees (Pavano 2-2) at Seattle
(Mateo 1-0). 9:05 p.m.

Early graduations hurt
UT's football APR score
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Some accomplishments the
University of Tennessee athletic department likes to brag
about ended up hurting the
football team's score for the
NCAA's new academic standard.
The football team's Academic Progress Rate, or APR,
based on data from 2003-04°
was 902, below the cutoff of
925. The APR will be used to
determine penalties.
Coach Phillip Fulmer said
Monday his team lost some
points because five players who
graduated early and remained
on the team enrolled in classes toward a different major
while they played their final season.
Under the APR, which didn't go effect until this year,
the players had to either declare
a new major or enter graduate school and take classes
toward those new degrees in
order to be counted eligible.
The school has started the

appeals process to get back
those points.
Fulmer does not believe it's
fair for the APR to be determined by applying the new rules
retroactively.
He said the school would
encourage some players who
were set to graduate this sumto delay their graduation
uThitirriecernber so they would
not have to declare a new
major and start taking classes
unrelated to their chosen field
of study or enroll in graduate
school.
An APR is calculated for
each team, and each scholarship player earns points each
semester for remaining eligible and staying in school.
Universities will report data
for 2004-05 this fall, and penalties could be assessed next
year. Teams with an APR below
925 will not be allowed to fill
scholarships left open for each
player who is not eligible and
not retained, earning the socalled 0-for-2 score.

Volp
From Page 1B
Volp led off the third inning
with a single and stole second. She scored on Jordan Huston's single. After Thurman and
Rachael Williams reached base,
Carpenter drove in Huston and
Thurman hit a double down
the third base line.
The Lady Tigers tacked on
two runs in the fifth and three
runs in the sixth inning.
"The girls played really
well," Murray High head coach
Patty Patterson said. "Fulton
City has a good pitcher. I'm

not taking anything away from
them, but we hit the ball as
well as I wanted to. Defensively, we made all the plays
behind Kaci and I think we're
really playing well right now.
I can't ask any more out of
the girls than what I got (Monday)."
Murray is scheduled play at
Lyon County today at 5 p.m.
The Lady Tigers are looking
into scheduling a game with
Trigg County Wednesday at
home.

Thieke
From Page 1B

ENJOY JOHN DEERE
VALUE AT A $1,599 PRICE.
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"Yeah, I'd like to keep it
rolling," Smith said. "Early in
season, I thought we might be
ahead of the curve and I think
we got complacent and sat
back. The result was we lost
some pop out of our bats, but
we've seen to have gotten that
back and had big wins over
Graves County, Heath, Evansville Mater Dei, and I'd like
to keep that momentum going
into next week."
Bryan Coles finished a 2for-3 day at the plate with two
RBIs for Calloway, which was
able to put Tilghman out of arms
reach with a six hit and four
walk third inning that saw the
Lakers put up 11 runs.
Calloway scored one run in
the first inning and scored two
runs in the second. Colby Starks
scored on a sacrifice-fly by
Thieke in the first. Ryan
Rerberich scored on a Wes

Adams single and Troy Lewis
scored Adams in the second
inning.
Calloway is scheduled to host
Reidland today at 5 p.m.

Lindy Suitor
Illstan &Arty hum hircy

TV, radio
BOXING
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Featherweights, Kevin
Kelley (56-8-2) vs. Joss Reyes (17-10), at Philadelphia
MOTORSPORTS
12 p.m
SPEED — MotoGP 250. French Grand
Prix, at Le Mans France
NBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
TNT — Playoffs. conference semifinals, game 5. Indiana at Detroit
II:30 p.m.
TNT — Playoffs. conferenoe semifinals, game 5, Seattle at San Antonio

ENTERTAINMENT

Murray Ledger & Times

'Property Rights' on track at MMS
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the
auditorium of Murray Middle
School, 29 eighth graders will
present their final exam in theater class to the community: a
performance of
"Property
Rites," by Alan Haehnel, an offbeat play whose theme can be
best summarized as "the meaning of existence."
Though its theme is serious,
there is a great deal of comedy
in the play. The plot centers on
art
gallery
owner Kyle
Macmanus (Ethan Thomason)
who has invested millions in a
high-tech work of art — 15
human-figure sculptures programmed to perform thousands
of movements, monologues,
dialogues, and more. But just
when Kyle is about to sell the
sculpture to a wealthy matron
(Betsy Runnels), her intimidating stock-broker son(Cole Hurt)
and her slightly irritating
younger son (Nate Mullins), it
malfunctions.
A computer technician (Josh
Owen) recognizes the figures as
"breathers" and advises that they
be shut down — but the figures
resist. And so, as each one
struggles to achieve autonomy,
they begin a fatal race against
their owner's destructive plan.
The figures are played by
Lyne Basiak, Brittany Bray,
Chelsea Campbell, Kailtlyn
Carpenter, /Crystal Ehrig, Seung
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TV Listings Wednesday, May 18.2005

, WEDNESDAY MORNING
A B C 1) 6-ou

einuec 2,2
"kW 3 3 3
11811'44111C 4 4

WM

Today (In Stereo) X

'WTVF-CIS 5 5
News
01050411X 6 6 6 6 News1

Today (in Stereo)I

WOBJ-ABC 7 7
VRIPT-PlIS II 8

Lions

7 Good Morning

Good Morning America X

Rogers Callow
Paid

16 38 9 10 Chong- Bedew
17 83 28
Truths Mis-

81KMU-F85 21 21 5 11 Arthur Cliff Pup
80KA-Wil 22 16 10 Chapel Sabrina
ESPN
24 29 A 8 SportaCenterI
ESPN2 25 30 25
FastBaseball

tales

Under-

MI

NM • Mr If4 MI • MM • AM

ea • IN see • mu

• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
COfl

Shrinks Barney Sesame West X Uons

Go

Sabrina Paid

Paid

Parlors Crum Spin

SportsCenter X

SportsCenter X

•
•
•

65 32 50
66 61

Totally

Coden- Ed, Edd Scooby Krypto

Paid

Paid

BET

67 39

(5:00) BET teaming inspiration

CAM!

70 34

(5.00) CUT Music

te
or

1-800-363-4720

ER

Caen Sweep X

Pro-

Sec

Itek-

Golden

Unsolved Myst

The District X

JAG I_

• tree 'Tony Rats'(t967)'RR
Third Watch I

700 Club Special Programming
Blues-

Spider ,Lazy-

Duvall

Room

fintialwr

City Confidential

[Gilmore GIrts X

Back-

litalt-

Dora

Blues-

Fulifies.
LBW BM

IHanes Country Design- Crafters Hams

Paid

Paid

Saved-

Movie< lived hi Me NNWi1994)I Dawson's C,reek X Dawson's Creek X Ed (in Stereo)k

Paid

Paid

Wasp-

Trucks! 7 Days On Stereo) Deep Space 9
Looney Scooby-D00 and the Mich

Open Court

Paid

BET Start

X2

Movie: "The Tenorists"(1975) Movie:*a* "28 Days tater(2002)1T

SHOW
DISN

107 73 52
78 31 57

*Me
Koala

FUX

105

Atom

HBO2

182

Movie:*-: -Jul/ Duiy"(1995)
Good-

Higgly

Scooby Tom & Jerry .

[106 & Park: Top 10 Live

155 72 54

Movie:** "The Chronedes at Riddrat

Deep Specs9:

Trial Heat

150 71 51

[BET

Movie: "A Ondereita Story'X Movie: **1-. . 'The Pallbestor(411110IC
Movie:** "Sister Acr(1992) Day-Tomorrow!

** "Rugrats Go WIlor Movie:** 'The WI*Part 'September(1987)
Charlie Role
Out-Box I Dood- Wiggles Koala [Higgly

JoJo

movie: *** "Much Ado .._
-Yugo, Vampire"(1970) ** 'Charge ol the Moder Ts'
, "Fadvir of die 13rkle Pgrtr
Movie Manhatur [-Paragraph 175-1 Movie'*** "Agfies of Gocr(1985)X [Morrie: **4)
8- CHARTER. B- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C- MEDIACOM,D- GALAXY

4:30

5:00

News

News

5:30
ABC

6:00 , 630
News Fortune

WSLABC All My Children X One Life to Live
11511V4BC News News Passions X
VITYFCBS 1' & R Talk of the Town 'Boit!

General Hospital Larry Eider

Monter Williams

Days of our Lives Dr. Phil

Oprah Winfrey X News

NBC

News

News

Edition News

News

News

WPSIRMC Days of our Lives Passions X
W88J-ABC All My Children X One Life to Live

Edition 'insider Dr. Phi/

Jeop-

Million- News X NBC

Genera Hospital Dr. Phil

Oprah Winfrey X News

ABC

eNFT-PBS Virtues Lions

Reeding[Cyber-

Shrinks 1Zoboo

Dragon [Cliff

Maya

Arthur

Zoom X News-Lehrer

Brown

The 700 Club X

Paid

Maury X

Fear Factor X

70s

Makohn King Hill Sink-

Paid

Enter-

Starting Over X

Blind

Yes

Ray-

News X Bold

Guiding Light X

Ron tl

As World Turns

GUI-

As World Turns

teak-

leek-

News X Enter-

News X ABC

[PostBlind

News X Fortune
News

Yes

Oprah Winfrey X News X News

Guiding Light X Ellen Show

84-"- 5cm 7 p.m ,Sat 9a.m -4 p m

762-9103

Cribs

Cribs

Cribs

Cribs

Fortune

Murray

News X Ray-

Ouch! Do Your Feet Hurt?

Law & Order X

Angel "Reunion

Chinned t

Law & Order TT

Starting Over X

Trading Spaces

While You Out

Clean Sweep X

Ins Fix 'Zen Spa"

LIFE

'Unsolved lAyst. Movie: `The Ptv... and the Marine
IJAG I Movie:*** 'Sea olLove(ic189)Al Nemo.X

Baby

'Baby

Awards Direct Effect

Chat-

Law & Order X

iJudging Amy X

Younger[Wed-

NYPD Blue X

Punk'd Punk'd Punk'd Purled TRL X

LINT
TLC

Strong Medicine Nanny 'Nanny Golden [Golden The Only Moss
Movie:*'o "Tidal Wave: No Escape" JAG The Return" JAG I In Stereo'I

AMC

(11:45) Movie:*** lintaker"(1980,Drama)'R Muria: "Escape Flitn AJcatraz"(19-P3) Mort *Ikea In The HeatoIthe Nighr(1967)

A&E
FAM

Family

Family

Step

NICK

Max

Dora

Rugrats Ruwats CatDog Arnold Odder- Neutron Sponge Rock

American Justice Movie 'The TerminalMan'(12T4)X Investigative
Step

Boy

Boy

HOP/

Decorat- Sensi-

Mission Design Design Design- Room

Star Trek Gen.

Star Trek Gen

'NIBS

Cosby :ICosby

Harvey Harvey Drew

lAacGyver X

Third Watch X

City Confidential American Justice
7th Heaven X

Smailville X

Chalk-

Grown

Oddpar- Neutron

County Crafters Homes Week-

Land-

FullHas FuliHse Gilmore Girls X

SPIKE
TOON

Real TV Real TV Maximum Exp.

Drew

Yes
Yes
Coden- Krypto

Home

Curb

Police Videos

Home Sekrtaid ISeNweld RayTotally Titans fstslc Grim

Ray-

Ed, End Grim

BET

BET Now

Coming-Stage

Student Canter

CMTV

CMT Music

Country GET Music

HBO
MAX

!Movie:** "Chasing Maly'(2034)XIMovir "Welcome to Mooesporr(2004) 'lysteriori Staidness"(2002) Movie: "A Cody*Story"

SHOW
MN

Movie
JoJo

FLIX

Moeda; Fiowers ki the Attic 'Movie:*ea ifeby Dick"(1956)'NR'

Nancy Grace: Closing Arguments

Caine*,Crier

Cops X Cops I

106$ Park:Top 10 Live

Movie: Wine Woe-(1(017)TM,Ar "Corning ki AfIlefiCa (1

Movie Day-Tonvrrow

NYPD EkII

Rap City: Tha Bassinse!

Ed End
Access

IlItnie: tiivi "Everytooys rti-Amertan"(1988) Dukes of Hazzard
1,1' Movie:s 1 Dreamt/W(2003i'FI'

loft Int 'Zone Troopers Movie:"%big AcrossEiopr(2000) Movie:** Artworks',(2002) WWI: VrayA4i19515)X
Stanley [Even

Even

Even

I Even

Lilo

Proud

Brace-

Kim

Lizzie

Sister

ISO

i So

Movie: ''Lluch Ado About Nothing'I :Movie: *** "Toto the Hero"
Movie- *** love 40.081(2003)'R' Ulesto- *oat ate -The Red Vroin"(1* Diamal li• Movie: lnearsection")1994) TinterA- CHARTER. B- MURRAY ELECTRIC, C- MEIHACOM, L.). GALA xi

WEDNESDAY EVENING

as
nys
're
•W.
of
on-

Wins

House

CSI: Crime Scn

Looney Looney Krypto Pet
COURT Nom sides

H602

9:00
9:30
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 ! 12:00 12:30
7:00
7:30 • 8:00 ! 8:30
WKRN-ABC Lost Exodus (N)1 AKes The Descent: Search & Rescue"(N) X News
Friends Friends Nighdine Jimmy Kimmel Live
WSIL-ABC Lost ''Exodus"(N)I Alas "The Descent; Search & Rescue"(N)I NewsI flightlns Sairdsid SNOW Jimmy Kimmel Live
WSMV-NBC Dateline NBC X
IVVF[CBS 60 Minuses

KBSI-Fox

Tuesday, May 17th,6 p.m.
Stewart County Public Library
102 Natcor Drive
Dover, TN 37058

INSP

Free Foot Screenings.
This Seminar will provide valuable information on:

731-644-FIND (3463)
or
1-800-246-2508.

Tonigla Show

Late Night

News

Lets Show

Entertain 'Late Late Show

Last Call

That 70s Show X

Idol

Stacked

70s Show Malcolm Skop-

Hic HENRYCOUNTY

Justice

Street

inspir-

Various

Wisdom

Feed

inept-

Ky Lire

Work-

Visionar- Charlie Ross jN) X

Rose-

Rose-

Paid

ESPN2
MTV

MUI Baseball: Giants at Rockies

SportsCenter

Punk'd

Punir'd

Barkers

Barkers

Barkers

News

Friends

Late Late Show

Baseball Tonight X SportsCenter(Live) Fasibresk Baseball SportsCenter(Live)

Cops X

TNT

NBA Basketball: Playoffs - Teams IBA.(Live)X

While You Were Out Trapped in a Canyon: Aron Ralston Story

UFE

While You Were Out Trapped Ins Canyon: Aron Ralston Story

A&E

Nanny
Movie Orityntiors Ithoidir Ifurdarin Me&6e (2000,Diemi) Golden Golden Nanny
Law & Order: SVU 'Law & Order: SVU Law & Order:SVU _Law & Order:SVU Kofek All Bets Off'
eerie:*es 1Out Action"(T998)'MAT awls:**It "The Vercicr(1982,Drama)Pike Newnan WI
"--- Jeopardy'
Elio.:
American Justice
American Justice (r
Star Wars: Empire of Dreams X

FAN

Movie: sea 'Ever Mar:A Cinderella Story'(1998)K

NICK

Sponge

lintel:

HGTV
SPIKE

Kitchen

Weekend Want

Whose? The 700 Club X

Full Hee. Full Hee. Fresh Pr. Cosby
Land-

Curb

Rose-

What Get Design

Videos

Videos

Design- 'Division
Nash Bridges X
burptficatNese&
No.: Jeopardy
Paid

Paid

Rae-

Fresh Pr. Fresh Pr. Boss?

House

kitchen

TOON
COURT

The Investigators

BET

Porkers

C1JTV

X Sexiest Men

LX
HBO2

Forensk Psychic

Psychic

Detective Caught

Coming to the Slags Club Comic Vie,
20 Sexiest Women Popularity Contest

Mastrmn- lhe Investigators

News

Iblit

Wise of Hewed
Walk ihertionithe Offltildr(20011X Deadwood IT

Murphy

Weekend Want

Police Videos
Blind
CS1: Crime Son
CSI:
)1110011:* "00011001F 1988, AdveriNteL,Amozing Video
Raymond Raymond Seinfekl SNOW Sex &
Sex &
Raymond Raymond Omit "Electi in He- Fates Part
Ozzy
Birdmen fluryash AtcheMucha Calm- Yu-GI-Old Tn-Tlans Dragon- Fidurarns Family
Girl-

Extra X

Timm- _TwinSchwab .Schwab BMW*X
-,
Famous Trus Life (In Stereo) True Lae (In Stereo) True UN (In Stereo) i
Inside the NBA X
NBA Basketball. Playoffs -- Teams IBA.(Live)I

TLC

SHOW

301 Tyson Avenue • Paris, TN 38242 • 731-642-1220

News X Late Show

Becker I Becker X Home Delivery

LON Gospel

Colonial House X

;

Entertain Cheaters Paid

Credit

Judge J. tJudge J. Will

H80
MAX

MC MEDICAL CEN tR

Today

Cooking
Paid

MLB Baseball: Cardinals at Phalies

NIBS

Dr. Mike Calfee

Your Day [Life Tod

Oprah Winfrey X

Becker I Drew

Edition

ESPN

AMC
t

Brkthrgh tIoia

"easierI King

-,

Last Call

WINU-PBS Jubilee (in Stereo)3€ Kw.Masters
WDKA-W8 Small/Nis -C,ornmencernenr X LWing

USA

• Bunions
• Hammer Toes
• Morton's Neuroma
• Plantor Fascitis/Heel Pain
• Conservative treatment vs. surgery
To register, or to receive
more information or
directions to the
seminar please call:

News

King
[Yes, Dew CS/: NY (14)X
Revelations(N)I Law & Order(N)3E

News
Friends
Kevin Hill KI) X
WOTV-UPN Next Top Model
KFVS-CBS 60 Minutes
Yes, Dear CSI: NY (N)X
King
WGN
Movie:** 'No*:Rowse ke may.(1990) WGN News at Nine

Presented by:
Mike Calfee, M.D.
Orthopedic surgeon
Foot and Ankle Fellowship

OSi

Law & Order(N) X

Revelations(N)X

Late Night
News IC Tonight Show
WPSO-NBC Dateline NBC X
Nighttime Jimmy Kimmel Live Seinfeld
WBBJ-ABC Lost "Exocius"(N)X Alas "The Descent; Search 8 Rescue (N)X News
VINPT-PBS AR FYI Find! X Amer. Masters
Served Independent Lens X AR FYI
Greet Performances News

Please join us for a free educational seminar on
Common Foot Problems.

wis
ond

rand

MB Besebell X
Sales-Poker

8iWi 'Barkers Barkers Barkers Cribs 'Cribs
ER (In Stereo( X
(In StereqiI Judging Airy X

HBO

,USA

Concerning Health

at
.m.
"ng
ith
at

SportsCanisr X

Cold Pizzo (In Stereo)X

MAX

liTV

THE UPS STORE (Pi 121ti St Next IC -esNOrl

• Localty Owned & Operated

SporlaCenter X

Will
Home
News (In Stereo) MLB Baseball Texas Rangers at Chicago White Sox, X
Cosby 1coY Home WIN
NSP
Lite Tod Fellow- inspir- ;Inapt- MNDiscov- SRty Top Ten
Chang- Hagee Hickey Cerullo
Mess Bed
IWKIII)-FIS To Read Pre GED Berens- Shrinks Zoom X Post- Cyber- Maya
Cliff
"Dragon GED
BUSE
News-Lehrer
LVDKA-W8 Lite & Style IN) X Jerry Springer X Feud
Feud
Mega- Poke- Xiaolin [Yu GI Cosby Cosby home Griffith
ESPN ',ALB Baseball: Angels at Indians
Bowling Night
1st & 10 Burning SpixteCenter X SportsCenter X MLB Baseball X
NBAF- Series-Poker
[Series-Poker
Sport MLB Baseball X
ESPN2 Series-Poker
NBA
NBA
NBAF- NBA

'Operillettkiiiia'ACCaurifilbet
10% Off Your First Month's Shipping

•

Thais

WGN

•
•
*Color & B&W Copies, Foxing, Laminating•
•
*Mailbox Rental 'Freight Services

•

Magnum,P.I. X 1
Fled
InaptRogers Reading

Bellew [Living

Workout Ned Mt. Design- Golden Nanny Golden ;Nanny Ninny
Movie:*t -Regarding Nervy*(1991)11 Nash Bridges X The District 9.

TOON
COURT

;Issas

For Packages Received By 6 pm.•In-Store Pocking

•
•
•
•
•

•s

Paid

Cold Pizza(In Stereo Lore) X

WTBS

+mid

CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOO...GUARANTEED! •
•
• We Also Offer•Latest Pick-Up-In-Town — Same Day Shipping •
•

Ilorting Over X

The Price ki Right Young-Reams

Dragon ICaillou

44 33 30 23 Paid
52 28 21 13 Saved-

=
xi Brown

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

MPat

*dock (In Sweo) Roclitaid FIN
Meyer Montage Inept-

12:00 j 12:30 1:00 I 1:30 I 2:00 ; 2:30
3:00
3:30 , 4:00
WKRISABC i All My Children l: One Life to Live General Hospital Judge J. Judge J. News

AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY

Rogers

Divorce Justice

Lila Tod Your

35 35 44 27 Kiri Te Kanawa
36 53 36 2 WITCH Rangers Rangers BeyTwo
37 22 24 4 Rock
Oddest- Neutron Sponge Dora
43 34 18
TiPical Quirts Duvall
Rebecca Solu-

HGTV

Jokers

PeopN's Court

Hill*

Men8Siples"(19641IGIX
/
2 "The TenneueMate(1974 'Investigative
Merit tre1

SPIKE

Divorce News

Berney

Habil-

Hap

32 51 49 5 Coach
34 58 29 VD* People-Tall Movie**

NICK

The View (N)X

Howe

Hap

USA

FAM

V&R

Went X

Inspirational

30 52 31 31 Fit Ute

ME

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

wwwwwiessearsaa....ieueoweeer

Garfield Dennis Hones Dellway
Regis and Keay

The Early Show on Stereo) X

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

•st

'Nedra Judge Malide X

UFE
AMC

Blen Show

Jane Paulsy
TOWN Swum Bawl X :Booli-

TLC

TNT

and her assistant is Matt Vinson.
Lights and sound are handled by
Grace Wellinghurst and Matt
Ray. Jordan Thompson and
Elizabeth Cunningham are in
charge of costumes and makeup.
Alex Adams in the production
manager. The supervising director is Katie Carpenter.
"Property Rites" is produced
by special arrangement with
Playscripts, Inc.

Regis awe Kelly

Couch

X 49 27 24 (5:00) wry Video Wake-lip (in Stereo) MTV Nits
28 27 39 14 The Pretender X Angel(in Stereo) CharmedI
29 41 41
Baby
Todd- Hi-5 X Save- Bus
Baby

MTV

Ha, Amanda Knopfel, Lauren
Leaven, Cindy Lowry, Alexis
Lowdermilk, Holly Oatman,
Brandy Owen, Claire Pitman,
and Lynley Sullivan, with
Hannah Richardson as Figure 3,
who is the first to discover what
it means to be real.
The play is directed by
eighth
grader
Caitlin
Herrington. The stage manager
is Bobby Puckett. The set
designer is Shaelea McKinney,

Arthur

Souris Paid

Paid
IfPX-CBS 12 12 12 12 BreakfastShow

`WGN
PAP

Tony Donn

TIN Ely Show X illealisl Mises X The Price is Right liswe

News

=

Eighth graders involved in the Murray Middle School production of "Property Rites," directed by eighth grader
Caitlin Herrington, rehearse outside the school. The community Is invited to the performance to be held
Wednesday at 7 p.m., in the MMS auditorium.

L'HARTI,R, is. Mtillt5LAY ELECTRIC. i - ‘IEDIACOM,0-GALAXY

News

(5[00) News

9 9 2 3 Paid
Pe 10 17 11 30 Paid

Photo provided

-hi•

'00
7:30 ; 8:00 j 8:30 1 900 j 9:30 10;00 j 10:30 11,00 I 11:30
Jww Pariev
The View jtvi It
Good Morning America k
iftegis and Keay
Witiock (In Stereo)
Good Gaming Arearks X
'Tony Dann
The View (N)X

6:30

UMW Love

Blind
(1990)X
Ghost

Forensic Psychic
Mb Comic View

twida Ferns -Charley Pride'

Music

-1

Real Time (In StereoITHeistr•Capros
j
MON*
Look
Sex
'7hs Mere Find Comparif TR
Novi. lankso Limes Oub DIMOir(2004) flied,: The Day Mir %wormy"(2ON)
,
'Movie: as 'Godsend'(AM)I SHO Me 'The L Word 'Lacuna *KIK VontThe - - 'IC Illovle:'Vacs* 0: Ascension—R.
IMIIII1=3
=3 .
Kim
I;Lizzie
Brace-

NerAr. sea14atinere(1
,Raal SportsI

•

.
,-....ii.

_a

*Wit
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Murray Ledger& limes

CLASSIFIEDS

-IR •'Euesday, May 17, 2005

Classifieds
ADJUSTMENTS
advemsers are requests° so lel lie erg
esertar ar tree ads Tor ars arra Murray
Loge, 'nes we De responsible la only one
ncornic nserson kr,env gravid De reponed
✓nmeiMen sc aonectsors can De made
DEADLINES
Fri. 11 am.
Monday
__Mon. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
5 p.m.
_Wed 11 am.
Wed 5 p.m.
MX 12 p.m.

Wednesday ......
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

WogIor*1 Neusis Ace Notice
Al ad lade eindiel Wein is Najd to the Federal For
HoenigPeLeaddiaribeek lleipl boa/easeley preinesur.In
Poiesam aim Wigan,so.handicap.
Misses
aigla a Wainlisle an) mei ma.
Wilditem or
mas,Ilmisiimer illatMOnsios
Sam las faded die3iimenon in the sale, read or adverb* a
reel mute bard on iscion in Addition to than protected under ledlaw
Mk will krornsgly accept/ay advansing kx reel easier/Iva is not
in slalom El bw. Al plans we ha* waxined
iseelbriss advertised we mashie an em equal opportunity bra
I-or further enigma wia Pa HuM,ny
refaireweras mad NA& Camel law P. Wan
J3,618-160)
,

cr
MK NMI
I IF NOY Di

010 Lop Moo
*10

0111 Posomols
006 Flisooki
MO llomorio Waded
LastPal Fond
OSO Ns* WNW
070 Nava OW&
000 Mole & CNIticart
100 Mom Opportunity
110 Elibtarmiss
120 Cowl=
130 Applioroo Me
140 Wird lb lAry
150 Arldos For Sole
155 Follonoss
160 Rum Furnishings
165 Mono
180 Liar & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
200
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

4/0
435
440
445
450
465
180
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Fans linalpinal
Newt WWI%
kola
Firewood
WW1
WNW Ikea Lois For Salo
Mobile Nallis For SO
Odds Rum For Rent
MON 140110 Lob For Rent
Buskins Ilsoilais
Apsneamis For Rent
Rooms For Rol
Mousse For Rent
Storage Robb
Communal Property
Pea S Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lams

Rest Wets
Law Properly
Lots For Salo
Lola For Rent
Finns For SM.
Mango
Noose For Saie
taolorcyclas & ATVs
Auto Pans
Sport May Vehicles
Med Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boas & Minors
Services Onsned
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
\l )`-,

$7.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
AS I 46 1.4at•t Ru, NItlin,e DV,

rIPA

$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
‘1)`-.

1 INI

S8-25 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words S30 each
day.
Additional Consecutive Days: S.11 per word
g Qude I V...30 ettia
Per
$3.00 minim Shopper dAin °awned!,go intu
or edit arv
!rIt' ight tc r.
\\I

if 1\11 1

boi

\i'i
II \I\(

\t)I \

s or Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephen
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday
060

060

tidp111■1180

Halp1Valled

(I( ,
STRAWB RRI S

f
11

6 miles northeast
of Murray on ;
Van Cleave
Rd

753-8697
or
759-8858

000Cbei•C$C$C)Cifei,Cte$C$0
WRIGHT FARMS ti-PICK
(Charlie Miller Rd. Ahno/Dexter, KY
Picking Mond thru Saturday!
Starting May 3rd Until Season End
Hours 8 am.-I p.m
4i,m-6pm
270-753-5410

STRAWBERRIES

060
*Op Warded

020

BEST Western hiring
or experienced desk
housekeeping
staff,
and part-time maintenance. Top pay. Apply
in person at 1503
N.121h St, Murray.

Callloway
Gardens/Essex Downs
1505
Apartments
Diuguid Drive. Murray,
Now
42071,
KY
accepting bids for construction of dumpster
area fences. For more
information call: (270)
753-8556.

BUSY Bee's Chu
Care is now hiring full
and part time teachers.
Must be great with children. a dependable
worker, be available to
between the
work
hours of 6AM & 8PM
Mon - Sat. Please
apply in person at 350
Utterhack Road (road
beside the skating
nnk).

CHICKEN, chicken.
chicken. Sandra D's
293-3816

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
U-Pick
SIRLS
Union
Strawberries
Ridge Church Rd in
Aurora 354-6585
STRAWBERRIES
U Pick- We Pick
Kirksey Area
489-6130
Lod and Found
FOUND Black male
Terrier or Maltese,
inside dog, in N. 7th St.
area. 293-5871
JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST. 6 month old
Beagle puppy in the
Osborne Rd. area.
436-5806
Wrest!
ACCOUNTS
Receivable/Billing
Clerk: Must have
customer
excellent
service/ phone skills
Word and Excel a plus
Full time with health
benefits. Starting at
$7.50/hr. Send resume
Box 934.
P.O
to
Murray. KY 42071 or
lob apps _resume0
yahoo.com.
HELP wanted Shift
leaders & crew Apply
in person at Hardee's
in Murray between 2-4

Support
CLIENT
Rep.- Needs strong
desire to help with
software training and
light windows support by phone. 1-FT
and 3-PT positions
needing coverage for
7AM-7PM M-F with
retirement plan. FT
18-paid
benefits,
days off and H&L
MSUInsurance.
Students welcome.
Please email resumes
to
candiceepowerclaim.com or mail to
Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th Street.,
Murray, KY 42071.
CURRENT
Accountant Opening.
FT/w 4-year degree
preferred. Benefits
package w/retirement
plan. PT considered,
Please email resumes
to candice@ powerclaim.com or mail to
Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071.
GROUNDSKEEPER
Strte
Murray
at
Full-time
University.
with benefits. High
school graduate. one
year driving tractors or
heavy mowers Valid
license
driver's
required Salary $6.98
per hour. Apply at:
of
Department
Employment Services,
1210 Johnson Blvd..
Murray, KY 42071.
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
EEO, M//D, AA.

,---,•Send a Photo and fill out
information below to be
included in our military
salute to be displayed on
Monday, May 30th.

or electronics;
• minimum 18 years of age;
• high school diploma or GED preferred:
• ability to lift up to 75 pounds unassisted; and
• clean driving record.

The employer does not discriminate on the
basis of race, religion, sex, age, national origin
or disability. Applications for the position are
available at the Kentucky Department for
Employment Services, 319 South 7th St..
Mayfield. KY and will be accepted there until
May 20. 2005. Regular office hours at
Employment Services are 7:30 a.m. - 5:30
p.m. on Monday and Tuesday. 8:00 a.m. - 4:30
p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday. and 7:3012:00 noon on Friday. No telephone calls

12701753-1752

soldier past
and present with a
salute to our military
personnel.

or a
-:•Hon
,?

aluaic ow
cid' for a consultation to
UalttlIll tinder the current lass mid ncss

I.11

liIILITARY HO

Progressive local (regional) telecommunications firm seeks highly motivated and qualified applicants.
Qualifications include:
• background in telecommunications
operations, telecommunications construction.

Pre-employment physical examinations.
background and reference checks will be
required.

VIDNIER

rr

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

BANKRUPTCY I..‘‘‘ S
ARE CHANGING
:
It. xou are cormderinl

STEN E VIDNIER

Ifir

•For only $10.00 per photo
one person per photo)

T-4 J.B. Burkeen
US Army
33 Months in European

Theater

•Submissions must be received by
Wed., May 25 at 3 p.m.
'Your Name:
'Address:
iDaytime Phone.
iService Member's Name'
Branch of Service.
'Rank:

please.

umber of Years Served.

Equal Opportunits Employer

J
JIM

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED
06/20/05 to 12/31/05
Wages: minimum of $8.17/hr. 75% of
hours listed on job order guaranteed.
All tools provided at no cost. Free housing provilipd to those beyond local
recruitinrarea. Transportation and
subsistence paid when 509/ of contract
is met. Contact local state Employment
Service Office.

Restaurant Manager
for Memphis Tennessee
area. Must be willing to
relocate. Salary and
benefits will depend on
experience.
Mail Resume to: P.O. Box
1040-G Murray. KY 42071
The City of Eddyville, Kentucky is currently accepting applications for a full
time police officer. Application forms
may be obtained at the Eddyville City
Hall, 200 Commerce Street, Eddyville,
Kentucky between the hours of 8:30 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
The City of Eddyville, Kentucky is an
equal opportunity employer.

DRIVERS
Regional and Long Haul Flat Bed.
Based out of Clarksville, TN.
Make $60K minimum per year
Great pay, VAC, HOL, MED
Class A, 1 year experience.
Call 866-990-0095
PRODUCT ENGINEER
Coodidato must kayo working
lutowledgo of AotoCod2000, good
completer and moth skills, and the ability
to cootoptoolizo design of
custom cosowork. Enginwing Collogo
plus. Soled resew* to Moho*
hstorooti000l, 136S N Market St, Perk,
TN 311242 or resume @canspbollrhoccow

1.kNAGER TRAINEE
Earn 8.30-$35K
it h full benefit package
1488-6M-4409
Ask for Mr. Neal
E0E/ME

Wanted
DRIVERS
Hopper bottoms, 2-yrs
OTR. Home every
weekend (270) 5271570

PAINTERS needed. A
least 5 years residen
tial experience. Cal
270-443-6735 9APA
6PM

090
Domestic & Childcare

060

Obi0

Hs10 Wanted

Help Wanted
Director of
Dietary Services
Mills Manor Nursing
Home is currently
seeking a qualified person for Director of
Dietary Services. Must
be high school graduate. Graduate of 90
hours Food Service
Supervisor course or
degree in Food Service
Long
Management.
term care dietary exponence
preferred. Must have
knowledge
of state and federal
regulations.
Knowledge of MDS.
RAPS.
and Care Plans.
Apply in person at:
Mills Manor 500 Beck
Lane, 247-7890.
Mayfield, KY
Drug Free Workplace
E0E/M/F/1-IN
DRIVERS NEEDED
COMPETITIVE
HOME
WAGES
WEEKENDS BENEFITS MUST HAVE
CLASS A CDL WITH
MINIMUM 2 YEARS
OTR EXPERIENCE,
DRIVING
CLEAN
RECORD (800)4686087

NEED computer con
sultant for programming projects. Will
need to work with Cold
Fusion, SQL, Java, etc.
Problem solve and new
web code. Intermittent
work. Call Murray 2272454
OPPORTUNITIES in a
company.
growing
Need CDL dnver for
home
ManufaCtured
delivery. Also need
extra set-up crew.
Apply at Arrowhead
Home Sales, Inc., 2003
East Wood St., Pans,
TN. Call: 731-641-6900
Wanted:
PAINTERS
Local painting contractor is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
painters. Must have at
least 4yrs expenence
Please call (270)7536895 leave message.
No walk-in applications
accepted.
PEOPLE PLUS INC.,
has an immediate
opening in the Murray
area for a person with
clean dnving record for
delivery and general
duties.
shop
Mechanical abilities a
definite plus. Starting
pay $7.00. Temp to
hire. Mon-Fn, 8AM to
5PM. Please call 270442-5627 or 251-3111
for appointment. Must
be 18. Minimum GED
required. EIDE.

Bull Pen
IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Expehenced grill cooks
and kitchen staff. Apply
in person between
2-5 p.m. Sun.-Thurs
No phone calls please
guard
SECURITY
part-time,
opening,
weekends. If interested, call 444-0064

Steaks &"Spirits
now accepting
applications
for experienced
servers &
kitchen staff.
Apply in person
110 South 5th
Street

FULL or PART TIME homemaker to

work
providing personal care services and light
hoousekeeping in the homes of the elderly in
Calloway and Marshall Counties. Must have
own transportation and possess a valid
Kentucky driver's license. Starting salary
$5.25 per hour. Mileage Reimbursement,
Send letter of application to lama York,
West Kentucky Allied Services. Inc., P.O.
Box 736, Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. For
this type of employment, state law requireds
a criminal record check as a condition of
employment. EOE.

PROGRAMMER/
SYSTEMS Manager
S 'PORTABLE
Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
IT
an
Manager/Programmer.
Candidate must have
extensive experience
in Visual Basic, ASP,
MS -Access,
HTMIJSML and SQL.
Proficiency in C+,
Telescript,
Digisoft,
and
DBA/Pervasive
Assembler preferred.
The successful candidate will provide user
maintain
support,
-Microsoft/Novell
Network, and Vodavi
System.
Telephone
Candidate will write
applications and database quenes to support
business and engineering initiatives and provide user support and
training.
interpersonal
Good
skills are a must.
Excellent written skills
required.
S'PORTABLE
offers
Scoreboards
competitive benefits
and wages commensurate with experience.
E-mail resume and
samples of programming/html experience
itjobs scoreto
board1.com
RECEPTIONIST needed for medical office.
Experience preferred.
Salary and benefits
with
commensurate
abilities. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 1040-E,
Murray, KY 42071.
drivers
REGIONAL
wanted. Also leasing
owner operator. Call for
details. 270-759-4592.
Cell 270-227-2471 for
Bill. 270-227-1426 for
Rick
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799
company
SMALL
needs OTR driver.
home weekends sometime weekdays. average $80000 week
2,500 miles Must have
2 years OTR experience, be at least 25
years old, & no accidents Call 1-866-7670191

Housecleaning
D'S
753-3802
rental
a
NEED
cleaned/ Need your
house cleaned/ Call
Linda at 270-767-0778
NEED house cleaning.
15 years, 436-5038 or
436-5028
WILL clean houses/
office Call Jason 270354-6978, references
on request
WILL clean up before
and after renters, construction. remodeling,
etc Walls, floors, winetc.
dows,
Experienced-Valerie
436-5914
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

150
Articles
For Sale
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $200
each. 270-492-8614
DIRECTV
Satellite system, up to
4 rooms. Total Choice
w/ local channels only
$29.99 for 3 months.
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
FREE
Satellite system up to 4
rooms. free DVR or HD
upgrade. Test drive the
180 channels
top
including local networks for $19.99 per
ma for 3 months. For
more info call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
MAC tool box and
tools. $3,000 080.
Call for more info anytime. PH# 270-2930628

Nettle Buy
Co
Logging
A&A
Buyer of standing tim
ber, pupwood, pine
Ph. 658-3676 or 705
9099
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
NOW buying all scrap
metal, aluminum cans
and scrap cars. (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts. 1850 ST RT 121
South. 753-5562
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

PALLETS 7ftX7ft, $3
each. 753-3949
RG6 Coax cable 1' or
1,000'. 15 cents per ft.
Phone wire, all types
antennas, scanners.
XM & Sirius sateHite
radios. High quality at
low prices. Come by
Beasley's at 500 N. 4th
St. or call 759-0901
Chevrolet
STOCK
wheels & tires 15"xr,
$100. Window air conditioner. $150. 2938369, 227-2725
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves, size 16, $200.
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM.

ranUSED

APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

150
Articles
For Sits

753-1713

2002 Enclosed 14'x7
Pace Legend cargo
trailer. 1,200 miles.
dual
Black/chrome,
axle. Kept inside. Can
be seen at 105 N. 7th
St $4,200 080. 7591965 ext. 105

WHITE Maytag w/d
set. Excellent condition. $350 080. 7534462

SODA machine vends
cans or bottles, $500.
270-247-6694

LIKE new solid wood
kitchen table. 4 chairs.
$150. 767-0884 or 2269566
4
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NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Sat. Paw 21sit At 10:00 A. &V&
NZ 18 Mrs.SIN Istsar foarracts
2255 Cypress Rd - Paris Landing, TN
Near Marinas S. Kastsscity Lake Activities!
From Pans Lending Take Hwy 119 NW II WOG To
Cyprsse Rd, Turn Right And Proceed NE 2.2 Miles
...Signs Posted', .Juat 17 NW SE Of Murray, KY
Mimeo NE OF Pans, TN•An Now SW Of Clerteville, TN
Than An AddleansI 90 Ninemea To Nashville
Unique Paris Landing Honie
CP AC Mt IE.Sr
In 5 Lots And In Combinations
Lot 3 - 1.49 Acres With A Two Story Log Home
And A 30'x36' Garage/Work Shop
Main Floor - Wonderful Family Room w/FIreplace
Sitting Room • Kitchen - Beth • Laundry Room - Guest Room
L.rFRoor-3 Bedrooms- 11/2 Baths
Central Neat i Air •Tivo Decks • NW Utilities • Greet Vows!
Plus.. A Very Nice 30'x36' Double Garage vii Work Area
Also 4 Wooded Lots
1.12 Acres • .82 Acre • .58 Acre • 1.51 Acres
Great Lake Area Living At Fakaless Pads Loathe
Near Cypress Say - Shamrock Nadas
.com For Pk:teree & OeteNel
Or Calf For Color Brochure
:tsS uown, WtU A MInImum
Of 91,000.00 Per
SNAKE N3ODAYSI

OFFICE or retail space
available. Finished to
your specs. 1540.Cal
Nelson Shroat 7593772 or 752-0201

FREE
GASOLINE
with
LEASE
MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 2, & 3

OFFICE space for rent
Two
suites
Approximately 1,000
and
500
sq.f/..
Downtown area, private
parking
and
entrances. Can be
rented together or separately. 753-1295

Bedroom
Apartments

OFFICE space, Village
Center, 1406 North
12th St. 1,200 sq
ft.753-7559

902 Northwood Dr.
Mon. 8 am-2 pm,
Wed. 11 am-6 pm,
Fri. 10 am-3 pm
Phone: 759-4984

VERY large warehouse
or shop 7,100 square
feet on approximately 3
acres. Office space, 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting‘
excellent location, The
building is divided and
can be leased by section. Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.

TDD #
1-800-648-6056

JAMES R. CASH
FANCY FAN KY- 270-623 8466

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

lial

Hosiss For Sas

REAR tine Roto-tille
or rent. $35 tor 8
hours, $25 for 5 hours.
753-3557
190
EINMITmlit
1996 4 wheel drive 310
Belarus diesel tractor.
398 hours, great condition. 753-0988
2000 Exiss Event 4
horse slant, aluminum
gooseneck trailer with
living
quarters.
$18,500. 435-4687
851
New
Holland
hydraulic tie, $1,800.
270-753-7468
Musical

OVERSTOCKED
WITH SINGLEWIDES
- Prices slashedIll Call
now!!! 731-584-9429
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo s - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths? Both priced in
the $50's Call 731642-6438 today!!

28R $255 753-6012
Lots For Rut
LOTS for rent 753
9866
320
Apstrants For Rent

PIANO, Leonard of
Detroit console, great
condition,
$500
(270)474-8758

0 Down Payment with
your Deed. Keith Baker
Homes, Paris. 731644-0012, 1-800-5333568
1997 Clayton Mobile
Home, 16x80, 3br,
2bths, garden tub, fireplace. 2004 A/C unit &
storage unit goes w/sell
of home. Must sell
$22,500 or best offer!!
753-9107 or 978-1672
2005 CLOSE OUTS Singlewides
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1,000's, WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
3 BEDROOM HOUSE
& LAND: 1/4 mile from
Perryville Marina! Only
$23,000. Call nownl
731-584-9429
ASSUME PAYMENTS
ON HOUSE NEAR
KENTUCKY LAKE!!!
731-584-9429
FURNISHED 2004 lot
model closeouts are
avilable now! Several
Preowned
homes
available. Keith Baker
Homes. Paris. 731644-0012, 1-800-5333568
MOBILE home and lot,
$14,500. 753-6012

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1,2, & 38R apts. available for immediate
occupancy. Please call
753-8221.

EFFICIENCY
apartment, partial utilities,
$185 per month plus
deposit. 753-2934
[
1111111
141 & Supplies
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 1 br
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent 5360/ month. Call
753-1970.
Leave
Message.
FURNISHED
apartment, 1
bedroom,
kitchen, living room
combination,
large
bath, 767-9562
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit '
1BR From $280
281:1 From $325
Call Today!
753-8888
WALK
TO
MSUI
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covered
picnic
area.
$275/mo unfurnished.
$325/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164
Houses For Rent
2BR brick in country.
Appliance furnished,
no pets. Call after 5PM
753-0728

1BR Unfurnished Apt,
$265.00, close to campus, available April
1.No pets. 753-5980

2BR Brick, 1 bath
C/1-1/A, $450/Month +
deposit, lease & references required 7534663 9-5, M-F

1BR, 1 bath, washer &
dryer, $325 month
753-7559
18R, low utilities, no
pets, $225 a month.
753-3949
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in tree
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Room all furnished,
all utilities, water, electric, phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
$400/month,
$150
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit. Call for information
(270)7538407.
with
38R,
2.5BA
garage, top of the line.
907-A N. 20th. 7535344. work 293-9970
4 bedroom house. 1,2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606

3-bedroom, 1 bath,
$375/mo + deposit, in
country, no pets. 2bedroom,
1
bath
mobile home, $175 +
deposit. 489-2506

AKC
Soft
Coated
Wheaten Terrier puppies. Non-shedding,
hypoallergenic, medium sized. Parents on
premises. $500. 270619-6755
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858.

REGISTERED Gray
15 hands, gelding, 7
years old. $1,100 firm.
436-2218
Real Estate
ricrit Ink
Piu" "Ur'
kt Re.sible
270-7'),3410-12
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excelletit
income-producer.
$125.000, 270-7534109, 270-227-1545

LAKE
Barkley
Waterfront! 5 ac
$49,900. New to mar
ket. Ideal location. Will
not last! Call owner.
866-924-4328
Lois For Saie
2 lots with restrictions.
1.5 acres & 1 acre. 5
miles north or Murray.
752-7312

15 fenced acres north
east
of
Murray
$50,000 978-0523
Hoses For Sale
\

ssirs

FOR rent or sale: 38R
IBA in Panorama
Shores. $350 p/mo.
759-5073

/qv Rffltais
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50.
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

FOR sale by owner
summer getaway or
home for those who
love to fish, located
one block off Lake
Barkley near Cadiz.
two bedroom w/carport, stacked w/c1, new
tile/carpet, big storage
shed, VA approved,
$45,000. Calf 270-4362618
TWO bedroom home
on a half acre. New
well, fenced in backyard. 14x28 building,
one mile from lake.
270-436-2641, 731536-5501

04 Yamaha Virago
250. Under 200 miles
on bike 753-2887 after
6, 436-2820
500
Used Trucks
CHEVROLET 2506 cy
complete. runs great, 3
speed transmission.
everything clean. Call
759-9070
1996 Chevrolet S-10,
Ext-Cab. 753-9105.
Campos
REAL nice 28' 5th
wheel. 14tt slide, new
12yr warranted roof,
awning.
new
Everything works. Just
spent 5-10-15 $4,600
for roof and awning.
Don't pay $30K, mine
is $19,900. Sleeps 6.
Have fun camping!
270-227-7913
EXTRA nice, clean
1999 25' 5th wheel
camper, $8,500 7670884 or 226-9566
520
Bosh & Motors
16' V-Bottom Cherokee
boat with trailer. 25HP
Evinrude motor, $950
OBO. 110 Honda 3
wheeler, new tires.
$175 OBO. 489-2266,
489-2676
2 Seadoos, 2001 and
1995, both on same
trailer. $5,900. 4362552. 7125 Pottertown
Rd.
1996 Monte Cartel*
Shark Jet Ski, great
shape, see at 509
south 11th. $2,500.
759-1987

l; ‘1,1 (IN\
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436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed,free pick-up/delivery.

A Shade Groaner
Lawn Service.
Mowing, bush
trimmings, gutter
cleaning & other
services
Free estimates
762-9928
293-3971
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding. mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353
APPLIANCE
CHAD 11. HUG
• Airrniumeu S
HAzim, KY
(270)4924191
(270)226-9399

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
*Commercial
*Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
Bluegrass
Pressure Washing
"Let us do your dirty
work,'7_
Call time 3:30-8:30 PM
270-217-6908
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.
CONCRETE finishing.
Driveways, sidewalks,
etc. 752-0500

1 S.. I:
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CONSISTENT
and
dependable lawn care
Writ mow county-wide
767-0734 or 752-0635.
boyd251@aol.com
CUSTOM Tractor,
work tilling, blade
work, bush hogging.
Free estimates Gerald
L. Carroll, owner. 4926159 or 293-0163

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

DAVE'S Lawn Care
One tree mowing
& lots of other services. Free estimates.
227-0480

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types, 29
years experience. Call
Carters.

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

VIM{ -I\ I
( .01
telt:\
4 27411293-7653

2BR
with
vertical
duplex behind. Great
investment. $65,000
270-753-4109, 270227-1545
3BR brick close to
town. Priced in the
$80'5. Call Coleman
Real Estate, ask for
Bonnie 753-9898 or
436-2472.
38R, 2BA House. $820
owner
will
down,
finance, located on
Govenors
Row.
Panorama
Shores
area. Call Dennis @ 1800-825-6070.
3BR, 2f3A, vinyl siding,
screened porch, 2 car
garage. 1 acre lot with
trees. Lynn Grove, 94
Appraised
West.
$88,000. 435-4594

1x1 CONSISTENCY SPECIAL IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS FOR ONLY S75 00 PER
MONTH.
(regular price S120.52)
CALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING AT
(270) 753-1916 FOR DETAILS

YOUR
SPACE
COULD BE
RESIL

3/4 Beagle 1/4 Bassett
puppies Great for pets
or hunting 8 weeks
old, $50 (270)3822214 or (270)841-0094

i.

NICE clean 1BR apt at
University Heights. All
appliances, $325 a
month, $325 deposit.
12 month lease. No
pets. 753-4937, 7598926. 753-1951

1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.

1BR, 1 bath studio,
$335 month. 2BR, 1
bath, washer & dryer,
$410 month. 753-7559

Tuesday, May 17, 2005 •5B

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize inCleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Home.,
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176 or(270) 293-0939

AUTRY ROOFING
30 years experience
All work guaranteed
Roby Autry
270-767-9597
731-586-4496

Cell
731-234-6875

4 bedroom,2 bath brick
home located at 1625
Loch Lomond Drive,
Call 759-9523
CANTERBURY
Subdivision,
1553
Oxford
Dr.,
4BR,
2.58A, LR, DR, K. den,
utility room, bonus
room for kids. 30x36
garage, fenced backyard, approx. 3,700
sq.ft. city school district. 759-1506, 2934183

*Minimum of one month
'Prepayment required
No refunds for early
cancellation

Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753
9503
FUTFtELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839
GARDEN of Eden
Lawn Care Mowing,
trimming, hedges &
trimmed
bushes
Gutters cleaned out,
teat removal. tandscapmg. 489-2689 or 1-888489-2689
YI.H, CONSTRUCTION
roofing, int1 ext
painting, vinyl siding, concrete work
Free estimates
759-1873• 556-5736
HOUSE WASHING
& PRESSURE
WASHING
Free estimates
Call (270)345-2455
or 293-9024
JUNK/
Rubbish
Removal,Spring cleaning, clean out attics,
garages, yard waste,
etc. (270)489-2583

;f64"d
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David's Home
Improvement
WOK Dens* Floors
&sous & Howl:sits
Fismoderg &Plurriteg

MOODY'S
Mower
Repair pick-up & deliver 753-5668

David Gaiknors, Owner
WI Do Insurance Work
Vas & ilsolerCerd &cowed

MOWING

731-247-5422

No job too big or
too small.
Call Steve at

Free
Pallets

(270)753-9297

Donald's
Professional
Painting
Make a good first
impression!
Free estimates
493-0634

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve

lba% int!,
t
wird
_ Seal 'rioting*
Striping_ lutstline.
exciss aticceL
II Ii 11111 130
759-115iil • 753-15.47

Please
No Phone Calls

PAYTON LAWN CARE
Mowing.
Landscaping.
Fertilizer and Light
Backhoe Work

TM. IIk\
Painting• erpestry • R,r
All types of remodeling
Ray Pardon '
731-642-0646
731-445-7371
Terry Rowland 731-642-51338
"

270-436-5507 Home
270-293-7717 Cell

CHIBA gOOICOMING
Over 30 years
experience
Sales & Installation
• 753-7728
L&M LAWN
MOWING
SERVICE:
Want your lawn to
look its bestt
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
Call 753-1816
Of 227-0611
LAYTON
Hudson
hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 767-0213

'improvements
•Pressure Washing
•Pain tsing
•Gtitter (leonine
...Landscaping •Et...
534-0038

WALTERS
CONTRACTING 1,
DECKS, Roofing. ViriVi
Siding, Addition. and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592_

-278

RESICOM
Contractors,
LLC.
Residential
Commercial repairs,
remodels, additions.
Replacement windows,
vinyl siding, decks.
insurance claims welcome. 270-227-2115,
270-436-5764

Horoscopes
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, May 18, 2005:
You'll want to investigate different possibilities this year.
Nothing is writteni in 'stonerOften, you will change your
opinions and goals. You have an
unusual amount of ingenuity,
making nearly anything possible. You can have what you
want, though often you will
have to forge ahead on your
own. Others might not agree
with you, but eventually they
will follow. If you are attached,
let love rekindle. Allow more
sharing times together. VIRGO
adds spice to your life.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Plow through what you
can do. Unexpected insights can
toss your plans into chaos. You
might understand a lot more if
you step back from your reaction. Don't get tied into a money
venture, OK? You need more
facts.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Events force you to
face an issue that you might prefer not to. An associate has a
way of doing the unexpected, if
not the explosive. You cannot
change this person. Emphasize
what works and use your innate
creativity to find answers.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Your family comes first
right now. You also might be
weighing a real estate investment or a security-related matter. You won't get answers right
now. Carefully investigate your
options. You have time. Don't
feel pressured New facts pop
up.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Say little, but more
importantly, curb making any
judgments. You don't have all the
facts yet. Unexpected information or gossip could toss your
plans into chaos. Reorganize
your plans if need be. Look
toward effectiveness.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
it** How you spend your
money is your business. You
might want to listen to suggestions, but it is your call. A partner
could cause some upheaval
when you least expect it. Be
playful with a child. Help this per- •
son see the big picture.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You have what it takes,
though others might challenge
you. You cannot expect others to
see situations the way you do.
Use a different perspective to
see where you might have a hole
in your thinking. Tighten up
plans.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Know when you need to
cut back. Not everything is as

Free Wino
FREE kittens: 3 gray, 2
black, 1 black/gray
stripe. Call 753-4099 or
759-3699

by Jacqueline Blear
you see it. Listen well to a child
or an adviser. You might need to
let go of a project that isn't working. Know when to say no. Allow
yourself MOTO freedom.
'SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your friends gather
around you and have solutions.
You might not be aware of what
is going on with others you care
about. When you hear or see
their reactions, you could be
taken aback. Flex.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Others need you but have
a bizarre way of expressing it.
You don't have to be psychic -simply aware. Family could be
strange, at best. You gain new
insights. Be willing to adjust, and
everyone will gain.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You need to read
between the lines. What you
hear might have very little to do
with reality. It could surprise you.
Don't think anything is written in
stone, or you could be sadly
shocked.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** A money matter might
have you throwing your hands in
the air. A partner adds another
perspective that might be helpful. Get facts, but don't listen to
friends. You need to handle this
situation on your own.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your unexpected behavior
often causes you stress and
upsets others. If you can, don't
react. Try considering your
options carefully. You might need
a change in your work situation.
BORN TODAY
Pope John Paul 11 (1920), actor
Robert Morse (1931), philosopher Bertrand Russell (1872)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
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You Show Us:
• Average credit
• Presently
Employed

We Show You:
• vox- loan, no money down
• Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 r
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Summer tragedy is warning LooldngBack
for owners of backyard pools 10 years ago

New breakthrough
for bladder cancer
DEAR DR. 6011% My
friend assures me that human
bladder cancer can be detected by dogs! Is he totally crazy?
DEAR
READER
Here's the
scoop.
(Remember
you read it
in this colu m n . )
According
the
to
Dr. Gott B ritish
Medical
Journal
By
Dr Peter Gott U SA
(November/December,
2004),
researchers in the United Kingdom carried out a study, using
six trained dogs of varying
breeds to discriminate, by
smelling, the urine from patients
with bladder cancer from people without genito-urinary neoplasms.
Taken as a group, the dogs
successfully identified the presence of cancer in 22 out of
54 occasions, a success rate
of 41 percent. (Expected value
by chance alone: 14 percent.)
The investigators quite properly suggested that there are
intriguing possibilities for further research. In addition, the
authors confirm that this novel
study "found that dogs can be
trained to distinguish human
bladder cancer patients' urine
from other human urine samples."
For those of you interested
in dogs, as am 1, other interesting details were included in
the report:
— The training period lasted seven months.
— The human test subjects
were both men and women
(total 108 individuals).
— The dogs consisted of
papillon. cocker spaniels and
mongrels.
— In one case a cancer
was not suspected, but all six
dogs identified the patient as

DailyComics
Us/NU. a
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Chapter of the Daughters of
Honor graduates of the Mur- the American Revolution were
DEAR ABBY: With sum- our families have suffered.
ray High School Class of 1995 Mary Ellen Denny from East,
a positive case. Despite the
mer approaching, my family Please make parents aware of
are Keisa Bennett, valedictori- first, Renea Edwards from
fact the person had a normal
feels the urgent need to warn the danger of using those pool
an, Angela Fairbanks, saluta- North, second, and Mark Winurological assessment, once the
the public about a product that covers. Tell them to discard
dogs had identified a problem, will be in thousands of back the covers entirely. The risk isn't torian, Rachel Cella, third, and chester from Southwest and
Lori Cook, fourth.
John Denham from Murray
more extensive testing conyards in the coming months. worth the benefit. Better that
Calloway County High Middle, tied for third.
firmed the presence of a maligUnfortu- parents should pick leaves out School
Band was awarded one
Births reported include a
nant kidney tumor.
nately, we of their pools than off their superior
and two excellent rat- boy to Mr. and Mrs. Boyce
In summary, your friend is
learned this children's graves. -- THE TOCA
ings at the Kentucky State Rudd, May 9.
on the cutting edge. This unique
lesson the FAMILY. CORONA, CALIF.
Concert Band Festival held in
40 years age
study, with its intriguing conhard way.
DEAR TOCA FAMILY: Louisville.
Army Pfc. Will R. Walston
clusions, should provide a
On Aug. Please accept my deepest symBill Bailey M.D., specialist Jr. has been assigned with the
"benchmark against which
30, 2004, pathy for the tragedy that befell in rheumatology at Paducah, Third
Armored Division in Gerfuture studies can be commy niece, your niece and her friend. We formerly of Murray,
many.
was
the
pared."
Nicole, and may never know how many speaker at a meeting of
Larry Burkeen and Kim
Theta
This research intrigues me
her friend, lives will be saved because of Department of the
gave demonstration
Puckett
Murray
because there are virtually no
Dear Abby Anita, your warning. Also, because Woman's
Club.
and represented Calloway
screening tests for bladder candrowned in small children have been known
20 years ago
County 4-H Club at the discer, and if I can provide a
By Abigail
my niece's to drown in as little as 4 inchPublished is a picture of trict rally at South Marshall
urine sample for a dog's scentVan Buren
backyard es of water, I hope that any
Dave Morton, Briggs & Strat- High School. Burkeen's demonanalysis — with a reasonable
swimming family that has an open pool ton vice president of manu- stration was on tractor
maindegree of success — I'll go
pool. Both girls were.9 years will make certain that it is facturing,
and
Puckett's
Dick
tenance
Fotsch,
on
and
woodfor it. Tumors do produce
old and average swimmers. securely fenced so that no child Murray
plant manager, work- craft.
volatile organic compounds —
They drowned in water that -- or animal -- can get to it ing
to
pull
the Kentucky banRecent births reported at
for example, in breath and sweat
was only chest deep. They without being closely super- ner up the pole in
a flag rais- Murray Hospital include a girl
— and if these substances can
drowned in a pool they had vised. A word to the wise.
ing ceremony at the new plant. to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Dunbe identified in a comfortably, played in for weeks. They
sss
Looking on is Vern Socks,exec- can and boy to Mr. and Mrs.
way,
and
perhaps
easy
cheap
drowned with three adults withDEAR ABBY: My husband
utive vice president of the firm. Johnie Miller.
early cancer prevention could
in earshot, and a teenage friend and I have three children, so The photo was b y
Staff PhoSO years ago
rely on man's best friend, just
only a few feet away.
our social life revolves most- tographer David Tuck.
Don Collins of Murray
with one or two sniffs.
How did it happen? They ly around them, our families
Calloway
County
High
Training
School received the
So. the next time a dog seems
became trapped in the pool and church. Although I am
unduly interested in your cover that came with the pool. considered quite attractive, I School Girls Track and Field highest score in the written
Teams won the regional cham- quiz and skill test of the Junior
trousers or skirt, don't dismiss
Above-ground pools are the always dress very conserva- pionship held at Paducah
Tilgh- Chamber of Commerce Roadthis attention if the animal has
newest thing. They're appear- tively.
man
High
School.
E-0. He will compete in the
had any training in detecting
ing everywhere.
My husband and I have
Births reported include a Kentucky Teen-Age Road-E-0
cancer. Something may be
To a child, the pool cover planned a long, romantic week- boy to Leta
and Paul Hafer in Harrodsburg June 11. Brooks
going on. You need to pay
looks like it has the same end getaway at a resort about and a girl to Brenda
and Danny Duncan won second and Fred
attention.
properties as a trampoline. 300 miles from here. I have Ferguson, May 13.
Wilson won third in the local
To give you related inforNicole and Anita jumped onto been considering wearing some
30
years
ago
Road-E-0.
mation, I am sending you a
the pool cover, which col- sexy outfits when we go out
Published is a picture of
Installed as new officers of
copy of my Health Report
lapsed and folded around their to dinner and to the nightclub the new
officers
of
the
Murthe
Hazel High School Unit
"Bladder and Urinary Tract
bodies. They couldn't gain their at the resort. Normally. I'd feel ray Civitan Club.
They are of Parent-Teacher Association
Infections." Other readers who footing or stand up because they uncomfortable dressing "wild
Don Alley, Elbert Thomason, were Mrs. Art Lavendar, Mrs.
would like a copy should send
were sandwiched into this death and sexy," but since it's high- John Emerson,
Harmon Whit- Ellis Paschall, Mrs. Hester
a long, self-addressed, stamped
trap. Literally hundreds of ly unlikely that well run into nell, Jerry Norsworthy,
Ryan Brown and Mrs. Calvin Key.
envelope and $2 to Newsletpounds of water pressure kept anyone we know there, I think Graham
and Paul Welch.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Byerter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe, them tightly bound inside it.
it would be fun. My 'husband
Winners of the annual his- ly of New Concord were marOH 44092. Be sure to menTheir deaths were silent. always loved it when I wore tory test given to eighth
graders ried for 57 years May 8.
tion the title.
Once they entered the water, miniskirts, so I know how he
by the Captain Wendell Oury
there was nothing to be heard. would feel about it.
Copyright 2005, NewspaThere were no cries for help.
Can you offer your opinper Enterprise Assn.
When they were discovered ion? I can't ask any of my
If readers would like to
about 20 minutes later, a strong friends about this because I'm
contact Dr. Gott, they may
young-adult male had difficul- afraid they might gossip about
By the Associated Press
write him through your newsty pulling them out of the grip my private life. -- USUALLY
Today is Tuesday, May 17, the 137th day of 2005. There
paper or send their mail
of the pool cover.
SHY IN THE NORTHEAST
are 228 days . left in the year.
directly to Dr. Gott do UnitPlease, Abby, help us get
DEAR USUALLY SHY: I
Today's Highlight in History:
ed Media, 200 Madison Ave., the word out so that no other think your plan sounds great.
On May 17, 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court handed down
4th
New York, NY 10016. family will have to suffer as Discuss it with your husband
its Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka decision which
first, so the shock doesn't kill found that racially segregated public schools were inherently
him. Then go and have a great unequal, and therefore unconstitutional.
time. And if, by chance, you
On this date:
should happen to encounter
In 1792, the New York Stock Exchange was founded by
someone you know, remember
brokers meeting under a tree located on what is now Wall
you're a respectable married
AU.,IT IS
Street.
LUEU.,1 II0
lady, and you have nothing to
ClLY TALE.
FMEY
In 1875, the first Kentucky Derby was run, the winner was
apologize for.
TALES
Nt'l°
o
"Aristides."
9
vJel-E TOTALLY •,—______,
••••
BELIEVABLE
CS".);11°5r757:0:6DIC? HAWN fog
In 1938, Congress passed the Vinson Naval Act, providing
‘
THE FEST Of
vzs-47-7-•
-,--L-.-ce-_---,-,t
for a two-ocean navy.
Velit LNES7
In 1939, Britain's King George VI and Queen Elizabeth
-.UK
arrived in Quebec on the first visit to Canada by reigning
British sovereigns.
•shvi.'
In 1940, the Nazis occupied Brussels, Belgium, during World
4
04
,
War II.
In 1946, President Truman seized control of the nation's
railroads, delaying a threatened strike by engineers and trainmen.
In 1973, the Senate opened its hearings into the Watergate
scandal.
In 1980, rioting that claimed 18 lives erupted in Miami's
‘.1HATI5 THE LONGEST CAM,'5y A
Liberty City after an all-white jury in Tampa acquitted four
GOLF BALL DURING PLAY'
former Miami police officers of fatally beating black insurance
executive Arthur McDuffie.
'2661`02!.tilftr NO'0430010)
In 1987, 37 Americah sailors were killed when an Iraqi
-43Nv2I S3NY114004 Y ilPerH .4.7401.
warplane attacked the U.S. Navy frigate "Stark- in the Persian
I "• =
Gulf. (Iraq and the U.S. called the attack a mistake.)
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Crosswords
ACROSS

VC1F1 ESET- TEFt crvv co Fts.ec)
I CAN'T 6E144E CHC Feu!
IDf
,
_FALI.,Paq.kl. DEAN_ NA.
SHE'S usED To -PE 5TAu2S Yu-,
woirt H rHEHI
A-T•MIKd PARE4•15 PLAGE- NoOl PERCENJ DON'T
AT P4N,,/ mO
IA00,46 ALL DI- THE BLAME'

eo ,

--etsp

"THIN&S HAPPEN.
THINGS HAPPEN -

TAKE SOME OF
THE BLAME.Bur NO-T
AU,OF

IT•

GAIRIFIIEL_CKD
50 MUCH FOR
HOME BARBERING/
1 THOUGHT
I PIP A
PRETTY &OOP
JOB

PiWt45 1-rt
F'1E.A. NIIJI-S(ri)
THIS ISN'T A °TRUE OR
FALSE" TEST, Sig ...IT'S
MULTIPLE CHOICE..

IT'S TOO
LATE NOW..

t -C

•
5"17/05

1 Dells neighbor
4 Coral
formations
9 Even so
12 Gigantic bird
of myth
13 In reserve
14 Ms. Lupin()
of moviedom
15 RV haven
16 Transparent
mineral
17 Type of appeal
18 Canoe wood
20 Business abtx.
21 Stone Age
cartoon
23 —'wester
24 Bubbled up
28 Stein filler
30 Water outlet
32 About 2.2 lbs
34 Jr. naval officer
35 Watched
36 Refugees,
maybe
39 After taxes

40 Muffle, as sand
41 Racoon's coat
43 Boat prefix
44 Chicago train
45 Antler
branches
47 Time to eat
50 Apparel
51 Tai — chuan
54 Period of time
55 Give a 10th
56 "Pulp Fiction'
name
57 Acid rain
watchdog
58 Polar explorer
59 Put on
DOWN
1 Indiana Jones
quest
2 Jeer
3 Strike ignorer
4 Force through
5 Gourmet
6 Apiece
7 Monk's title
8 Ave. crosser

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MUMWM MIMEO
0000UO COMM
MOM -MOM OW
OMO
0130
M000 ROU DOM
OWIAM WOMOU
MM DOW BMW MIA
OMMIAU onm

mow pm mum
ma ma
mu

00 MOM= OMOM
OGIUMUI WRIER
DMOWU DM000

: MOM WILL:
wwwww
LIME IT :

L,EDGER&oTMES
subscilodos Is the

Home Delivery
3 inn.
—WAIN
Sala
1 6 me.
Local Mail
ftaikwky, Urroes & MLi

5-170 2005 United Feature Syndicate. Sic
9 Fes/wine
pnncipie
10 Old name
for Tokyo
11 Computer key
17 Lathers up

MEM =MEM MwM
.a MIMI= IMMO
MEM
•• du= MEM
EMMEN MN
MO MM. MMMAMM
MOH MMMUMMOMME
ME= MUM MEM
MUMMIMMMId dna
MIME= BM ME
MN MEM
MOIR MEM Mfil
MEM MUM= dU
MEM MUM= ME

6

19 Exists
20 Scam
21 Made cookies
22 Weather.
in poems
24 Brawl
25 Bearing
26 Fencing
swords
27 Dings a door
29 He directed
Marlon
31 Miller or Myth
33 Utah city
37 Family mem
38 'Time Wore
dusk
42 Second note
45 Oz pooch
48 Wind-driven
miet
47 Mors

1

Rest of KY/TN
(Puryou Bb.hcluta & PAM)

1 yr. —..--..3116.00
Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 um.
$71.30

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

I Yr.----SIM* 1
Check
Visa

Money Order
hVC

1

Name
St. Address
City
State
Zip
Daytime Ph

mwdaga
4.8 Dinny's rider
49 — — dare
50 Nervous twitch
52 MD employer
53 Songwriter
Janis —
55 Mark Twain
hero inits

Mail this coupon with
payment to:
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